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ABSTRACT 

The scope of the calculus of variations is extended to include 

problems with many subarcs which may be arranged in a variety of ways. 

Several subarcs may occur on the same interval of the independent 

variable or there may be an interval on which no subarc occurs while 

on either side of this interval subarcs do occur. Necessary minimizing 

conditions for this problem are derived from the classical Bolza 

problem by transforming the original problem into a Bolza problem with 

an expanded set of state and control variables. Minimizing conditions 

are stated for the Bolza problem and then transformed back into the 

original notation. 

A wide range of space trajectory problems may be examined with 

this extension of the calculus of variations. First the boundary con

ditions relating an end point of one subarc with that of another may be 

interpreted as coordinate transformations. The corresponding transfor

mations for the Lagrange multipliers are obtained from the corner 

conditions which are a part of the necessary minimi.zing conditions. If 

the physical state remains continuous through the change of coordinates 

the transformations are equivalent to canonical transformations. 

However, this equivalence is invalidated if a discontinuity is imposed 

in the physical state. 

If one subarc of a given problem is constrained so that the 

control is completely known then it may be possible to integrate the 

ix 
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differential equations of constraint for this subarc. The problem may 

then be reformulated with one less subarc which may be accounted for in 

the boundary conditions relating the endpoints of the adjacent subarcs. 

The thrust-coast-thrust optimal orbit transfer is an example of such a 

problem. An inverse-square gravitational field is assumed so that the 

coasting arc may be integrated in closed form. Again the corner con

ditions give the jumps in the multipliers from the first thrust subarc 

to the last. The corner conditions supply a switching function which 

is used to locate the optimal cutoff point for the first subarc. The 

optimal relight point for the second thrust period is also obtained 

from the corner conditions. 

Optimal swingby maneuvers for continuous thrusting rockets are 

analyzed and examined numerically. The swingby portion of the overall 

trajectory is replaced by a corner at which the effects of the swingby 

are introduced instantaneously. A flyby mission to Saturn is presented 

with no swingby, with a swingby at Jupiter and with a swingby at Mars. 

The final area of application is optimal branched trajectories. 

The problem of inserting two payloads Into separate orbits with one 

vehicle which has two upper stages ignited simultaneously is examined. 

It is feJ.so pointed out that cooperative differential games fall under 

the category of optimal branched trajectories. The two-playsr 

rendezvous is then examined from this point of view. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

With the iidvant of man's first attempts to conquer the realm of 

space has come an intensified interest in the calculus of variations 

and other optimization techniques* Because the cost for every pound of 

payload delivered in orbit has been, and is, very high, variational 

methods have been devised to improve the design of rockets and their 

trajectories. For example, Jurovics (1961) and many others have 

determined optimal steering for booster rockets; Mason, Dickerson and 

Smith (1965) have optimally sized multistage rockets; and Miele (1965) 

has accomplished much in the optimal design of aerodynamic shapes. All 

of this work has been performed with the calculus of variations as the 

basic tool. 

Now, problems related to interplanetary travel and exotic new 

vehicles are demanding new optimisation techniques. This investigation 

is devoted to the development of a few variational methods for solving 

some of these problems. 

One limitation of the calculus of variations has been that a 

physical problem must be described by a mathematical model which fits 

the format of some classical variational problem. All too often these 

classical formulations are more restrictive than is desirable and one 

is forced to seek a more general variational problem which may be used 

as a model for many physical phenomena. For this reason an extended 

1 
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Bolza problem is presented here as a model for many new space tra

jectory problems. 

The final obstacle for most investigators in the study of 

optimal space trajectories is usually numerical computation. Although 

digital computers have led to solutions of many problems, economic 

reasons provide the stimulus for a continuing search for methods of 

reducing computer time. Accuracy can also be of concern when sensitive 

numerical integrations are required. Many computational schemes have 

been devised to overcome these difficulties in particular situations. 

The approach presented here is to simplify each problem either 

analytically or by judicious use of engineering assumptions in order to 

render existing numerical techniques more effective. The key to all of 

these simplifications is a variational problem resembling the problem 

of Bolza. 

Although the techniques developed here are specifically 

oriented toward the optimisation of space trajectories, they certainly 

are not limited to these applications. For~ example, the treatment of 

transformations in Chapter 2 might veil be applied to the optimisation 

of any non-linear system. Also, subarc elimination, which is explained 

in Chapter 3* might be used for aerodynamic shape optimization when 

sections of the vehicle are constrained to a particular shape. 

Finally, the concept of branched trajectories as defined in Chapter k 

opens a new class of problems for consideration besides offering a 

variational approach to cooperative differential games. 
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1.1 Historical Background 

The problems to be examined in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 seem un

related at first glance. They do have one important feature in common, 

however; viewed in mathematical terms they are all special cases of an 

extended Bolza problem which will be discussed in detail later. The 

development of this variational problem has a long history beginning 

with Oskar Bolza in 1913* 

Bolza (1913) presented a rather general problem in the calculus 

of variations which included the problems of Mayer and Lagrange as 

special cases (Bliss, 19^6). G. A. Bliss (1932) and others expanded 

Bolza1s original work to the point where a fairly complete set of 

necessary conditions and sufficiency theorems were available. Recently, 

Hestenes(1966) modernized the classical Bolza problem by changing the 

notation from dependent variables to state and control variables and 

by restating the problem in the so-called canonical form® Whether 

stated in modern or classical notation, the Bolza problem is limited to 

continuous state variables defined over a single interval with boundary 

conditions specifying restrictions only at the end points of that 

interval. In control notation the Bolza problem may be stated as 

follows (see Appendix C). 

Problem A*. Among all piecewlse continuous unbounded 

variables, v(T) = [v (T,, v (T)] , and continuous state variables, 
1 Q 

y(T) = [y,(T),..., y„(T)l, which satisfy differential equations, 
1 N 

yJ(T) = Fj [T,y(T),v(T)] 1 = 1,...,N , 

and boundary conditions. 



g*[Ta.Tb,y(Ta),y(Tb)] =0 e = 1,..., P < 2N+2 , 

find the set which minimises 

Tb 
J* = g0^atTb'y(Ta),y(Tb^ + ( foCT»y(T),v(T)]dT . 

Ta 

If the arc y(T), v(T) is a solution to Problem A*, then the 

following necessary conditions must hold. 

Condition I*. There exist continuous multipliers, A.*(T), 

i = 1,...,N, constant multipliers, b_, e = 1,...,P, and functions, 
© 

H* = - *0 

continuous for T„< T < T-. and a b 

o* = g*0 + EV$. 
e=l 

such that the Euler-Lagrange equations, 

.* 
X*' = -M 1 = 1 N (1.1.1) 
1 dy. 

'i 

_* 
=0 r = 1,...,Q , (1.1.2) 

dv 
r 

and the transversality conditions. 

* 

+ H* (T_) = 0 (1.1.3) 
dT a 
a 

f e y  -  * v  • 0  ( 1 - 1 A )  
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- H*(Tb) = 0 (1.1.5) 

*Tb 

~~r + A!(Tv) = 0 i = 1,.,N , (1.1.6) + **(!.) = 0 
^yA(Tb) ^ b 

are satisfied. The continuity of the A.*'s and H* is equivalent to the 

Weierstrass-Erdmann corner conditions (Bliss, 19^6). 

Condition II*. If Jt*(T) = [x^(T),..., AjJ(T)] is the set of 

multipliers defined by Condition I*, then the inequality 

H*[T,y(T),V(T),A.(T)] < H*[T,y(T),v(T),X(T)] (1.1.7) 

holds at every point T, T < T < T, and for every set of piecewise ® D 

continuous functions V(T). 

Condition III*. There exists a Q dimensional neighborhood 

about the origin such that the inequality 

Q Q ,2 * 
£ £ ±1 a a. < 0 (1.1.8) 
r=l h=l r 

r h 

is valid for all sets (a t̂...ta^) ̂ (0,...,0) in that neighborhood. 

A fourth necessary condition discussed by Bliss (19^» P» 228) 

requires that the second variation be non-negative along any arc which 

is a solution to Problem A . 

Suppose that in the definitions of H* and G* the terms F* and 

had been multiplied by a constant Then, if Condition I could 

• ^ 
be satisfied by r sets of multipliers of the form A.Q = 0, and bQ, a 

solution is said to have an abnormality of order r (Bliss, pp. 210-14, 

19^6). If r = 0, the solution is said to be normal and X* may be made 
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unity* Only normal solutions will be considered here* For a further 

discussion of abnormal cases see Leitmann (1966). 

C. H. Denbow (1937) formulated a more general problem by 

allowing boundary conditions which specify restrictions at points, 

formally called corners, lying between the ends of the trajectory. In 

order to develop necessary and sufficient conditions Denbow transformed 

his problem into the standard Bolza problem for which a fairly complete 

theory was already available. He then inverted the transformation 

obtaining necessary and sufficient conditions in the terms of his 

original problem. 

Very little was done with Denbow* s work until It was modified 

by Hunt and Andrus (196*0 for application to trajectories under the 

Saturn V/Apollo program. They showed that conditions were unchanged if 

the state variables were allowed to experience specified finite dis

continuities at the corner points. With these results rocket 

trajectories having mass discontinuities and intermediate parking 

orbits could be optimized. 

The next extension from Denbow's work was made by Mason, 

Dicker son and Smith (1965) who relaxed the restriction of specified 

discontinuities in state variables to that of functional disconti

nuities. They obtained their results by making some modifications of 

Denbow* s derivation and also showed how their extension could be used 

to optimally size (determine the fuel and structure weight of each 

stage) multistage rockets while simultaneously extremising the tra

jectory by determining the optimal steering program. 
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The use of a direct variational approach has paralleled the 

efforts with Denbow's transformation. Bryson, Denham and Dreyfus 

(1963) considered problems with a single corner point and with boundary 

conditions at that point which are not coupled with the initial or ter

minal conditions. That is, the boundary conditions involving the end 

points do not involve the corner and vice versa. Moyer (1964), using 

an ancient wave front technique, arrived at the same conclusions as did 

Bryson, et al. (1963) and Denham (1965) showed how direct variational 

methods could be used to obtain the results of Mason, et al. (1965). 

Vincent and Mason (1967) further increased the utility of the 

calculus of"variations by developing a theory for problems with subarcs 

which may be reduced to quadratures. They formulated such problems as 

a general problem with multiple intervals for the independent variable 

and with boundary conditions obtained from integrating the differential 

equations of constraint along a subarc. 

The problem to be presented hefe is a generalization and 

formalization of the material presented by Vincent and Mason. It in

cludes, but is not necessarily restricted to, problems with integrated 

subarcs. Additionally, the various subarcs nay occur over non-over-

lapping or partially overlapping intervals of the independent variable. 

Figure 1.1 shows a possible composition of subarcs for a particular 

problem. Because of the possible overlapping the state and control 

variables cannot be distinguished by merely giving the interval of 

definition. For this reason a superscript is used to indicate on 

which subarcs a particular variable is to be evaluated. 



r 

— Nm SUBARC 

t, t 

t 

Figure 1.1 Multiple Subarcs 



Let ̂ (t) be the set of q controls [u^(t),...,u^(t) ] on the 

sabarc and let x^(t) be the set of n state variables [ xj|(t),..., 

x^(t) ] . The initial point of the subarc will be denoted by t 
n a' 
and the final point by t^. Then the set of initial points will be 

t& = [t^,...,tflTn] and similarly for the terminal points t^ = 

[t^i,...,tbm] where m is the total number of subarcs. With these 

conventions in mind an extended problem of Bolza may now be stated. 

Problem A. Among all piecewise continuous control variables 

= l,...,m; and continuous state variables; xJ(t),j = l,...fm 

satisfying differential equations; 

x^(t) = f^[t,x^(t),uJ(t)] j = , tftj i t ̂  

where f = [f*\ ...,f^ ] ; and boundary conditions; 
1 n 

EerW*1(V = 0 

e = l,.«.,p < 2m(n+l); 

find the set which minimizes 

J = g0[V^'xl(ta)»--'>xm(ta)'xl(tb),'--'xB1(tb)1 

+ L Jb,3̂ [tfxd(t),ud(t)] dt . 

j=1  ̂

This extension of the Bolza problem is a logical next step 

from the results of Mason, Dickerson and Smith (1965) since only a 

slight modification in Denbow* s transformation is required in order 
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to develop the necessary conditions. Techniques, other than Denbow1 s, 

night have been used in examining this problem. However, the approach 

originated by Denbow has one distinct advantage. Once the equivalent 

Bolza problem has been obtained necessary conditions are immediately 

available without further proof. If direct variational methods, 

similar to those of Denham (1965)* are used, all necessary and 

sufficient conditions require independent proof. 

Using the method esrtablished by Denbow two necessary conditions 

are derived for Problem A in Appendix A. These conditions are listed 

below. 

Condition I. If x*^(t), u^(t), j = 1,.. .,m, is a solution to 

Problem A, then there exist sets of continuous multipliers, A.^(t) = 

[ A^(t),...,A^(t)] , on each subarc; constant multipliers bQ, e = 1 

and functions 

(1.1.9) 

and 

P 
(1.1.10) 

such that the Euler-Lagrange equations, 

i = 1 n (1.1.11) 

j = If••*fD 

as? = o r = l,...,q (1.1.12) 

r j = 1,... ,m , 

and the transversality/corner conditions, 
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dt , 
+ H (t^j) — 0 (1.1.13) 

jAt ,) = 0 (1.1.14) 

dxj(t ) 
i aj 

- HJ(t J = 0 (1.1.15) 
dt 

^ + xf(tuJ = 0 i«l,...,n (1.1.16) 

ax^t ) 1 bJ 

i bj 

are satisfied. 

j = l,...,m 

Condition II. If x^(t), u^(t), j s 1 is a solution to 

Problem A, then 

H*)[t,x'3(t),U*J(t),A.'5(t)] £ H^t.x^tJ.u^tJ.X^t)] (1.1.17) 

holds at every point t, t , g t I t , on every subarc, J = l,...,m, 
aJ t>3 

and for every set of piecewise continuous functions 

Uj(t) = rnj(t) ud(t)l . 
i q 

The further extension to include parameters, made in Appendix 

B, is quite useful but not a new or unique result. Many others 

(e.g., Leitmann, 1966) have used the device of considering parameters 

as constant state variables to obtain results similar to those of 

Appendix B. 

1.2 Some Problems of Space Trajectory Optimization 

While the development of the problem of Bolza and its various 

extensions is very interesting, the primary purpose of this work is to 
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point out sons useful physical interpretations of the mathematical 

formulations and to devise procedures for using these new variational 

tools in space trajectory optimization. 

The differences in the applications presented here are related 

to the interpretation of the boundary conditions of the extended 

problem of Bolza. If, for example, the boundary conditions are viewed 

as in Chapter 2, they represent transformations of state and in

dependent variables. The corner conditions then yield the changes in 

the Lagrange multipliers and the H function (sometimes called the 

variational Handltonian). Such transformations are important for the 

numerical computation of optimal space trajectories because they allow 

for a convenient change of coordinates. During trajectory computation 

the vehicle may move near a pole in the gravitational potential field. 

Accuracy demands that the coordinate system be cantered near or at the 

pole so a transformation is in order. Each time the vehicle approaches 

another pole the coordinate system must undergo another transformation. 

When the physical state of the system is not altered by the 

transformation of variables, the technique presented in Chapter 2 

offers nothing of value which differs from de Veubeke1s (1965) 

canonical transformations. However, if the transformations do impose 

changes in the physical system, de Veubeke's methods are no longer 

applicable while those of Chapter 2 remain valid. 

Elimination of subarcs is considered in the third chapter. 

In order to display the procedure without undue complication, a simple 

minimum distance problem is presented first. A portion of the path is 
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constrained; thus, the restricting differential equations may be in

tegrated in closed form and included in the boundary conditions. This 

example demonstrates both the advantages and limitations of subarc 

elimination* 

The thrust-coast-thrust orbit transfer is examined next. For 

this case the coast subarc is integrable in closed form andt therefore, 

may be eliminated in favor of appropriate boundary conditions. Three 

solutions are obtained for the relight point. The corner conditions 

also yield equations defining the jumps in the multipliers across the 

eliminated arc. With this information no numerical integration need 

be performed during the coast. 

Also considered in Chapter 3 is the so-called swingby problem. 

Deerwester (1966) presented numerical evidence of the advantage of 

using a hyperbolic encounter with Jupiter during impulsive transfers to 

the outer planets. However, the numerical difficulties lit performing 

the same task with continuous low thrust could be enormous. By using 

simple analytic approximations the swingby portion of the overall 

trajectory is eliminated, thereby reducing much of the computational 

complexity. This is an example of subarc elimination for which 

engineering approximations are used rather than closed form integration. 

The final set of applications come under the title of branched 

trajectories. The name, branched trajectories, is derived from the 

physical picture of these paths; the subarcs in certain examples seem 

to grow from each other like the branches of a tree. Once again the 

basic ideas are revealed first in a simple geometric example, the 



shortest path having three branches connecting three points. The 

similarities between this minimum distance problem and the following 

aerospace trajectory problems become quite evident. The first 

practical application is the sizing of a multistage launch rocket and 

the design of an optimal trajectory for the simultaneous insertion of 

two satellites into different orbits. It is assumed that, as the first 

stage drops away, the remainder of the vehicle divides into two stages 

each carrying its own payload and each proceeding along its particular 

optimal trajectory. 

The final example is a rendezvous problem which might well be 

formulated as a differential game. Both vehicles must maneuver 

optimally to carry out the rendezvous in minimum time. The results of 

this investigation agree with Isaacs1 (1965) proposition that diff

erential games and the calculus of variations overlap in many areas. 

1.3 Explanation of Conventions 

An attenpt has been made here to present only new and relevant 

material uncluttered by monotonous manipulations. For example, the 

Euler-Lagrange equations are sometimes omitted since their derivation 

for a particular problem may only be incidental. In most of the 

examples the emphasis is placed, on problem formulation and application 

of the transversality/corner conditions. These conditions are usually 

reduced to useful form by simple linear algebraic operations which are 

also omitted. 

The statement of each apace trajectory problem includes 

equations of motion. All the different sets of equations of motion 



employed here are in common use throughout the field of trajectory 

analysis so no derivations of these equations are presented. Likewise, 

the transformations from one set of variables to another are so well 

known that farther explanation is unwarranted. 

Taken as a whole, the boundary conditions for each particular 

problem include restrictions of the initial and terminal states of 

each subarc. The formal procedure for attacking a problem requires 

that all of the boundary conditions be considered together. However, 

some observations show that frequently it is easier to consider the 

boundary conditions in groups. That is, one group may involve only 

the initial point of the first subarc. Since the equations of this 

group are not ooupled with the remaining equations, they may be dealt 

with separately. Similarly, in Chapter 3 the thrust-coast-thrust 

problem and the swingby problem each have a set of boundary conditions 

involving only a corner point so these equations are treated 

separately. 

When a point is completely fixed in state-time space by the 

boundary conditions, the tranaversality/cornar conditions yield no 

useful information. In these instances the boundary conditions are 

not listed explicitly; thus, lengthy derivations which lead nowhere 

are avoided. 



CHAPTER 2 

TRANSFORMATIONS 

2.1 Justification 

The extended problem of Bolza presented in Chapter 1 may be 

loosely characterized as a sum of m different problems occuring on m 

different subarcs. The relationships between the subarcs are given by 

intermediate boundary conditions. A jump in a particular state 

variable, x^, from one subarc to the next may be viewed in one of two 

ways. First, corresponding state variables may represent the same 

physical quantities on each subarc. In this case a jump in the state 

variables is equivalent to a jump in the physical state of the system. 

Another interpretation of the situation is described by letting the 

state variables on different subarcs represent different physical 

quantities separately but the same physical system collectively. In 

this latter view the jumps in the state variables do not necessarily 

represent changes in the physical state of the system; they are only 

coordinate (state variables) transformations. Such transformations 

will now be examined. 

The generality of the extended Bolza problem permits trans

formation of the independent variable as well as the state variables. 

Fortunately, it is also possible to transform control variables so that 

a particular problem may be reformulated with a completely different 

set of state, control and independent variables. 

16 
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The need for coordinate transformations in connection with 

optimal space trajectories is twofold. Coordinate transformations make 

possible data comparison and improve numerical calculations. 

Frequently, numerical results are published, or otherwise 

made available to the researcher, in terms of a particular choice of 

coordinates. In order to use an existing computer program the re

searcher may wish to transform this data to another set of variables. 

The relations between state, control and independent variables are, 

perhaps, quite easily obtained. However, the correspondence between 

the multipliers of the two systems is not so easy to develop. The 

corner conditions of the extended Bolza problem (Problem A, Chapter l) 

readily yield the desired changes in the multipliers. 

An additional benefit to be gained from coordinate transfor

mations is the improvement of numerical calculations. For some 

trajectories, a shift of origin at the appropriate point will increase 

the accuracy in calculating the dominant gravitational force. The 

shift should take place not at a specified time but as the vehicle 

passes into some particular region of space such as the sphere of 

influence of a planet. Again, the physical state of the system is 

unaltered by the transformation. The real challenge lies in finding 

the transformations for the multipliers and, once again, the extended 

Bolza problem yields the answer to this question. 

Besides changing the coordinates it may be desirable to 

alter the physical model siical'taneously. This may be accomplished 

by adjusting the differential equations of constraint at the time 
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the transformation takes place* The advantage of this approach to a 

particular problem is that it may allow the simplest possible descrip

tion of the system on each subarc. In any attempt to obtain an ana

lytic solution to or a portion of a problem this technique could 

be quite valuable. 

Although the purpose of this investigation is to develop 

specific methods for determining optimal space trajectories, some 

interesting general results concerning coordinate transformations and 

the calculus of variations are presented in the next section. 

2.2 General Transformations 

Consider a trajectory problem written in the style of Problem 

A* in Chapter 1. This is the Bolza problem in control notation and 

three necessary conditions for its solution are given by equations 

(1.1.1 -1.1.8). Suppose, however, that when the trajectory passes 

through some boundary, F(x,t) = 0# the variables x, u and t are trans

formed to a new set x*, u* and t* without changing the physical model. 

Figure 2.1 shows such a trajectory, ABD, in two parts. The first part 

is displayed in x-t space and the second in x*-t* space. The curve 

F*(x*,t*) = 0 is the transformation of F(xst) = 0. Curve AB'C 

represents a trajectory which is tangent to F(x,t) = 0 at B' and does 

not actually pass through the boundary so there is no need to iiopose 

the transformation. Rather than using a superscript number to indicate 

each subarc, an asterisk superscript will be used to denote the 

transformed variables, i.e. the second subsrc, and the absence of 

superscripts will indicate the first subarc. 



X 

F*(x*,t*) = ° 

$ ,* '*2 

Figure 2.1 Transformation at Intermediate Boundary 
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The transformations for the new Lagrange multipliers, 

A.*(t) = [X.£(t), ...,A^(t)] , in terms of the original multipliers 

follows immediately from the results of the extended Bolza problem 

(Problem A, Chapter 1), If the transformations of independent, state 

and control variables are given by 

t* = T(x,t) , (2.2.1) 

x* = h^(x,t) i =5 l,...,n , (2.2.2) 

and u* s Dr(u,x,t) r = l,...,s , (2.2.3) 

where T, h^ and Ur are continuous, have a unique inverse and possess 
* 

continuous first partial derivatives on [t^.t^g], then the new problem 

may be stated as follows. 

Find a set of controls, u(t), and continuous state variables, 

x(t), on It^.t^^] and another set, u (t ) and x (t ), on 1^2*^2^' 

which satisfy differential equations, 

i±(t) = f^t.xCtJ.uCt)] i = l,...,n , (2.2.4) 

on [t^.t^^] and 

^ = x*\t*) = f£[t?x*(t*),u*(t*)] i « 1, ...,n , (2.2.5) 

on ^a2*^b2^' ŵ -ĉ  â -s0 sa-tisfy the boundary conditions, 

®e^al*^bl,̂ a2,̂ b2,x̂ al^*x̂ ^bl^*x ̂ a2 ,̂x ^^b2^ ~ ® (2.2.6) 

e = 1,...,P , 

and which give the functional, 
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bl 

J* = Sottai»t*b2,x(tal),x*(tb2̂  + J fQ[t,x(t),u(t)] dt 

tal 
* 

.V* 
+ 

f  b2 
f;[tV(t*)/(t*)] dt* , (2.2.7) 

t 
a2 

a minimum value. 

The P boundary conditions for this problem includes p boundary-

conditions from the original problem, n boundary conditions from 

equations (2,2.2), one from equation (2.2.1) and one more from the 

equation, F(x,t) = 0. 

Since only a coordinate transformation is desired and no jump 

in the physical state is intended, the differential equations on the 

second subarc are derivable from those on the first subarc If 

n 

z  r  f k  +  ! £  * 0  •  k=l ot 

Therefore, 

n dh. ^ h. 

< . &5̂ fk+sr 
= f* = K=1 „ i = l,..Mn . (2.2.8) 

dt 1 ^ , dT 

k ^ 

* * 
The right side of this equation must be expressed in terms of t,x and 

* 
u. This may be done because a unique solution exists for the inverse 

of the transformation (equations 2.2.1-2.2.3)• Uniqueness is guarantied 

by requiring the Jacobian of the transformation to be non-cero (Taylor, 

1955» PP. 256-57). This, in turn, requires that the Jacobian of the 

state-independent variable transformation (equations 2.2.1-2.2.2) and 
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the Jacobian of the control variable transformation (equations 2.2.3) 

both be non-zero. The latter is obtained from equations (2.2.3) by 

fixing x and t. That is, 

J . , = det [c 14 0 
control L rsJ r 

with 

au 
C — ** r, s = 1,... ,q . 

dUB 

Proceeding -with the discussion of the problem statement, the 

first n + 2 boundary conditions, g = 0, describe the jumps in the 0 

state and independent variables and the actual physical boundary, 

F(x,t) = 0. 

gi = *" = 0 1 " • (2«2*9) 

g
n+l = ̂ a2 ~ T̂ 'tbl^*'tbl^ = 0 * (2.2.10) 

Sn+2 = = 0 . (2.2.11) 

The last p boundary conditions, ge = 0t and the payoff functional, gQ, 

are simply the boundary conditions and payoff function for the original 

problem with the appropriate arguments transformed to the new variables. 

Finally, in order to retain the sams physical performance criteria, the 

* \ integrand f^ of the second integral of equation (2.2.7) is related to 

the original integrand fQ; i.e., 

= fo • 

The jumps in the multipliers and Handltonian are given by 

equations (1.1.13-1.1.16). The arguments indicating evaluation at t*g 

or t^ will not be used since the possibility for confusion no longer 
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exists. That is, when discussing the corner (point B in Figure 2.1), 

functions with an asterisk are evaluated at *a2 and those without an 

asterisk are evaluated at t^. Equations (1.1.14) and (1.1.13) become 

X* = ̂  i = l,...,n , (2.2.13) 

and H* = - b ,- . (2.2.14) 
n+x 

Equations (1.1.16) and (1.1.15) become 

! = t\ § • bn+l ̂  - »„+2 d4 1 = 1 « (^5) 

and 

H = "  ̂" b"+1 S + I • (2'2,16) 

Equations (2.2.13) and (2.2.14) yield the first n + 1 of the 

b's. Then, equations (2.2.15) and (2.2.16) may be written with only 

one of the b's, namely bn+g. Using the definition of H, the resulting 

equations are 

k± = £** " l̂̂ * " fo) " bn+2 1 = 1 ' (2,2,17) 

and 

£Vi - f0 = St" + (S.Xkfk " f0) it + bn+2 ̂  * <2-2-18> 

Substituting from the first n equations irto the last, 
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Ms ̂  a 

I f  •  w £ S ' , . g > .  

Now, using equations (2.2.8) and (2.2.12), the left side of this 

equation vanishes. By requiring 

i=l 1 at 

which is equivalent to insuring the trajectory is not tangent (in x-t 

space) to the boundary, F(x,t) = 0, the only conclusion remaining is 

bn+2 = 0. Thus, the transformation is independent of the boundary at 

which it tiakes place. Equations (2.2.17) and (2.2.18) now give the 

multiplier transformations and the change in the variational Handltonian, 

= ~ H"^l ' (2-2-19) 

H = + (2,2,20> 

These equations are best interpreted in matrix notation. 

Define (L^) as a column matrix of (n + 1) elements. Let 

i = l,...,n, and Ln+-^ = - H. Similarly, define (L^) such that Lj* = 

k = l,...,n, and L*+1 = - Ht Finally, let[ailf]be an (n + 1) by (n + 1) 

square matrix whose elements are 
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and 

a., = i = 1, ...,n ; k = n + 1 , 
1K dx^ 

dh. 
aik = i = n+ l ; k = l,...,n 

alk = || i.k . . + 1 

Then 
(L±) = [aik] (l£) . (2.2.21) 

The inverse of this equation is unique if the Jacobian, det [a^], 

is non-zero, which is also sufficient to insure a unique inverse of the 

state-independent variable transformation as has been assumed (Taylor, 

1955» pp. 256-57). When the inverse exists uniquely, it is given by 

(Lk> = taik^"1(Li) * (2.2.22) 

Certain observations of special cases of this general trans

formation make its application less complicated. If the independent 

variable is not involved in the transformation, then T(x,t) = t and 

x^ = h^(x), i = l,...,n, so 

^ = 0 k = 1 

=0 k = 
dt 

Equation (2.2.20) reduces to 

H* = H (2.2.23) 

and equations (2.2.19) may be written in matrix form as 

(*£) = [«lk]"1(A.i) (2.2.2«f) 

where [a^] is an n by n matrix whose elements are 
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_Shx 
ft i « •• 1 ik •" 1 g O 6 A all 
ik dx± 

The transformed differential equations reduce to 

dh. ^ d\ , _•£ = f = £ -j£ f (2.2.25) 
dt k i=l 1 

• 4* 
and f^, the second integrand of J, equals fQ. 

When a state variable, x for example, is unchanged and not 

involved in the transformation of the other variables, the associated 

multiplier, kQ, is likewise unchanged. 

A* = A. . (2.2.26) 
c c 

The transformations of the remaining multipliers and the Ha.m11 tonian 

may be obtained from equation (2.2.21) by crossing out k, A.* and the 0 c 

CTH row and c^ column of [ • 

If a particular variable, x , is cyclic, then A. is constant 0 c 

(Goldstein, 1950, p. 48). It might be expected that some integral, 

corresponding to kQ = constant, would be retained after a transforma

tion has been performed. Indeed, even though a cyclic variable may not 

exist among the transformed coordinates, a closed form integral is 

preserved. This may be observed by inspecting equation (2.2.19) for 

i = c. No matter when the transformation takes place 

n * dh, # . 
J^k. —£• - H 2i = 1 = constant. (2.2.2?) 
k=l*dxc dxc c 

Therefore, this function is an integral of the new system of equations, 

k = 1 » 
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JL ' - ^H* 

^ " H  

k =5 1, ...,n , 

and 
r=l,...,q • 

Equation (2.2.22) is equivalent to the canonical transformation 

(de Veubeke, 1965) of the Lagrange multipliers and Handltonian for 

situations where the physical system is unaltered by the transformation. 

If a jump in the physical state is imposed, simultaneously with the change 

of coordinates, neither the above analysis nor canonical transforma

tions applies. However, the extended Bolza problem (Problem A, 

Chapter 1) does include transformations of this type. 

Discontinuous Systems. Much of the previous derivation applies 

to this case but equations (2.2.8) are no longer valid since the 

description of the new physical system is independent of the original 

one. With this in mind equations (2.2.17) and (2.2.18) may be combined 

as before using equation (2.2.12) to eliminate fQ. 

(2.2.28) 

Using this result the multiplier, bn+2» b® eliminated from 

equations (2.2.17). 

i « 1 (2.2.29) 
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where __ n 
DF _ y- f + ciF 
Dt j=l Sxj ̂  dt 

with similar definitions for ££ and 2ilS . Again converting to matrix 
Dt Dt 

notation, equations (2*2.29) reduce to 

(*£) = [aikl"1(I'i) (2.2.30) 

with elements as given below. 

DF dF Dl^ # r^F DT dT DF "I 
aik " Dt " bx^pT + fk L ixjDt " d^Dt J . 

L - fx f* ) DF Li ~ ui f<r^> Dt ' 

The restrictions on equation (2.2.30) are similar to those imposed on 

the previous transformation except that now det la ] is not the 
IK 

Jacobian of the state-independent variable transformation. The non-

tangency condition required to eliminate b 2 still applies intact. 

DF,* 0 
Dt 

Whereas, previously the transformation was independent of the 

boundary, F(x,t) = 0, this transformation is quite dependent on the 

boundary because the physical system experiences a change when the 

trajectory passes through the boundary. 

2.3 A Specific Coordinate Transformation 

The model to be considered here is that of a point mass rocket 

traveling in a vacuum with constant thrust and under the influence of 

an inverse square gravitational force. The equations of motion for 

such a vehicle may be written in terms of polar-velocity coordinates 

(Jurovics, 1961) as below. 
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x = x. sin x., = f, (2.3.1) 
1 3  * » - l  

x 
x = — cos xk = f (2.3.2) 
2 x^ t 2 

c c c 
x = -i—^ cos u ^ sin x. = f_ (2.3.3) 
3 X„ XT 

5 *1 

C C X ~ 

x^ = ^ ̂  sin u + (— - •g) cos x^ = f^ (2.3.*0 

5 3 *1 xfl 

x = - c = f- . (2.3.5) 
1 5 

The dots indicate derivatives taken with respect to time. Figure 2.2 

shows some of the state and control variables, all of which are de

fined below along with the parameters c f̂ Cg and cy 

x^ = radial distance from gravitational force center to vehicle 

x^ = range angle 

x^ = velocity magnitude 

x. = flight path angle (angle from local horizontal to velocity 
vector) 

x^ = vehicle mass 

u = control angle (angle from velocity vector to thrust vector) 

c^ = mass flow rate; constant 

c2 = engine exhaust velocity; constant 

c^ = gravitational parameter of attracting body; constant. 

If a functional, J, as defined by equation (2.2.7) is to be minimized, 

then the variational Hamiltonian is 
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LOCAL HORIZONTAL 

THRUST VECTOR 

VELOCITY 
VECTOR 

RADIUS VECTOR 

ATTRACTING 
BODY 

x 

Figure 2.2 Polar-Velocity Coordinates 



y i  

*3 
H = A^x^ sin x4 + ̂ 2 oos Xk + ̂ 3 

°1° 2 
cos u - sin J 

sin u + ( —2 - —2-») cos x. ( - A..-C.. - f 

\ ' 

The state and control variable Euler-Lagrange equations are: 

1 

*' *5*3 
constant. 

(2.3.6) 

*1" 

2c „ 

* S "3 Sin *4 + \ 
1 

Xg 2c^ 

2 ~ 
X X-.. 
1 3 

• f̂0 
2~$x ' 

2 

cos x4 + A.2 3 
*1 

cos x4 + ̂
0 

I 
dx^ 

(2.3.7) 

(2.3.8) 

COS I °lc2 . , 1 t 
c3 

S = " *1 eln \ ' Kz ~— + \ )TZ ̂  u " ( ~ * cos x4 
3f  1 ' rS *i "rt ' 

+ T-2 . (2.3.9) 

3 

*3 N X3 C3 
V = " Vh cos x4 + *2 sin *if + S 2 OOS \ + V ~ "2) sin xh 

3Cj^ Jxj 3(^ xyc^ 

d f0 
+ r^. (2.3.10) 

k5 = °*^t\s CO" U + V ' !̂L"a I + ~ ' (2.3.11) 
» 3c_ ) dx.« 

5 3 5 
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and 

tan u = 

3 3 

(2.3.12) 

A transformation to cartesian coordinates is to be imposed 

without effecting a change in the physical model. If and Xg are 

]|t 

position coordinates as shown in Figure 2.2 and x^ and x^ are velocity 

components along the x^ and Xg axes respectively, then the equations 

of transformation are: 

a sin *2 = hj^ , (2.3.13) 

x* = *i oos Xg = hg , (2.3.1*) 

x* = x^ cos (xji^ - Xg) = h^ , (2.3.15) 

x* a x^ sin (x^ - Xg) = h^ , (2.3.16) 

x* = x5 = h5 , (2.3.17) 

and t*= t = T . (2.3.18) 

The new control variables will beu = u + x^-xg. Since 

the Jacobian of this transformation (defined as Jcon-troi) always 

unity, this is a valid change of control. 

Since this transformation is independent of the boundary at 

which it occurs, the equation F(xtt) = 0 may be left unspecified 

until a numerical solution is sought. Equations (2.2,23) and (2.2.2*) 

define the new H function and Lagrange multipliers. Without solving 

for the new multipliers, the transformations are: 

sin Xg + X* cos Xg , (2.3.19) 
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jji  ̂ i|t 

*"2 ~ 1*1 C°S *2 " ̂2*1 sin X2 + S*3 Sln ̂  " *2 

- A^x-j sin (afy - Xg) • (2.3.20) 

X.3 = A.^ cos - Xg) + A,£ sin (x^ - x2) f (2.3*21) 

A.^ = ~ A.*x^ sin (x^ - xg) + X^x-j cos (xi|, ~ *2) (2.3.22) 

and = A.^ . (2.3*23) 

The transformation equations may be rewritten to give the new 

multipliers in terms of the old multipliers and old state variables. 

II 

V
"
 

sin *2 + ̂ 2 + ̂ 4^ 
1 

*1 
cos x2 • (2.3.2*0 

N
*
*
 

II cos Xg " (^2 ^) 
1 

*1 
sin x2 . (2.3.25) 

II 

s 
cos (afy - x2̂  * h  1 

"3 

sin Cxif - x2) (2.3.26) 
II sin 

+
 1 1 

h  
cos (x4 - *2) (2.3.2?) 

vj
T*
 

II 

s 
• (2.3.28) 

If fg does not depend on x^, then x^ is cyclic and equation (2.3.8) 

indicates that A^ is constant. Equation (2.3.20) in conjunction with 

equations (2,3.13 - 2.3.16) then yields an integral in terms of the 

new variables. 

A^x^-Xgx^ + A^ x3 = constant . (2.3.29) 

The new equations of motion, , i = l,...,n, could be stated 

directly but they should also be derivable from the old ones by using 
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equations (2.2.8). 

f* = Xj cos (x^ - *%) = *3 * (2.3.30) 

£j = sin (x^ - x2) = x£ . (2.3.31) 

clc2 c3 
cos (u + x^ - Xg) - sin x2 

X5 *1 

C-, Cn 2 2 -3/2 
= —— cos u* - c^x^ (x£ + Xg ) • (2.3.32) 

X5 

c c c 
a -L2 sin (u + X^ - X2) - -2 cos X2 

x5 x* 

C-|C9 2 2 -3/2 
= —~ sin u - cycl^x* + *2 ̂  * (2.3.33) 

*5 

= - c1 . (2.3.3*0 

The choice of u* = u + x^ - x^ was a logical one since this is the 

£ 
angle which the thrust vector makes with the axis. 

According to equation (2.2.23) the new Handltonian should equal 

the old one. By definition 

I? = XX - f*0 . (2.3.35) 
k=l 

Since the independent variable was not transformed, = fg} H* may be 

written in terms of the old multipliers and the state and control 

variables by using equations (2.3.2^-2.3.28) and (2.3*30-2.2.3k), The 

result, as expected, is that H* equals H as defined in equation 

(2.3.6). 
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2.4 The Transfer of the Dynamic Center 

For space trajectory analysis the dynamic center is defined 

simply as the center of the coordinate ay stem in which the vehicle 

dynamics are expressed. Most often this point is located at the center 

of one of the attracting bodies such as the sun, a planet or the moon. 

For numerical calculations it is desirable to locate the dynamic center 

in the body which exerts the dominant gravitational force. Figure 2.3 

shows a vehicle in the vicinity of Jupiter. With the dynamic center 

located in the sun, the computed distance to the vehicle is rQ while 

the actual solution is r = r^ + e. For r = 5*1507 a.u. the gravi

tational force per unit mass exerted by Jupiter is 9,367 times the 

force per unit mass exerted by the sun. An error of .01$ in the 

computation of r (e = .0001 r) causes only an error of 1.9# in the 

gravitational acceleration of the sun. However, this swum error in 

r becomes a large, 1.0# error in r1, the distance from Jupiter, and 

causes a 2# error in the gravitational effect of Jupiter. On the 

other hand, with the dynamic center in Jupiter, a .01# error in 

r'(e = .OOOlr1) causes only a .02# error in Jupiter's gravitational 

force. 

Apparently, the best conputational procedure is to transfer 

the dynamic center from body to body as the vehicle changes its 

position. A sphere of influence, as shown in Figure 2.4, may be 

drawn about each planet. Inside that sphere the dynamic center should 

be located in the planet. As the vehicle passes out of the planet's 

sphere of influence the dynamic center should be transferred back to 

the sun. 
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JUPITER 

ACTUAL VEHICLE 
POSITION COMPUTED 

VEHICLE 
POSITION 

DISTANCE FROM JUPITER TO 
THE SUN IS 5.2027 A.U. 

SUN 

Figure 2.3 Computational Error Due to Location of Dynamic Center 
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SPHERE OF 
INFLUENCE PLANET 

SUN 

NOTE: c PLANET IS LOCATED AT COORDINATES 

(X, , X? , X. ) WITH RESPECT TO THE SUN-

CENTERED FRAME 

Figure 2.4 Typical Sphere of Influence 
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Assuming each attracting body exerts an inverse-square central 

force, the equations of notion of the vehicle with dynamic center in 

the sun and under the influence of P planets and the sun are: 

= x^ = f^ , (2.4.1) 

= x^ = f2 , (2.4.2) 

*3 ~ X6 ~ f3 * (2»^»3) 

clc2 ,2 2 2. -3/2 
X^ = -• COS COS UG - GMQXJ^X^ + XG + X^) 

X? 
P r 2 2 2"l-3/2 

- - \s) - xlB) + (x2 - iZa) * - x3s) J 

= f. , (2.4.4) 
Hr 

°lc2 _ a _  _  ,_2  m _2 _ 2X -3/2 

21-3/2 

i - -J-2 sin ̂  cos u2 - GM0x2(xl + x., + Xj) 
7 

GMg(x2 - X2s) - X^) + (*2 - 22s) + (x3 - X3s) J 
= f5 , (2.4.5) 

1 2 sin u2 - + x| + x^)~3/2 - E gM6(x3 - X3s)[(^-Xls)' 
6 x_ s=l 

7 

+ (,2 - + (x3 - X3/]-3/Z = f6 (2.*.6) 

*7 " ~ C1 = f7 * 
(2.4.7) 
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The variables x^, x^, x^ are the position coordinates as in

dicated in Figure 2.4. The next three state variables, x^, x^, x^, are 

the cartesian velocity components and is the vehicle mass. The 

parameters c^ and c^ axe as defined in the previous example. The 

"th 
quantities X ĝ, X^g X ĝ are the position coordinates of the s 

planet relative to the sun and are given explicitly as functions of 

time, G is the universal gravitational constant, is the sun's mass 

th 
and Mg is the mass of the s planet. 

If the dynamic center is to be transferred from the sun to the 

c ĥ planet as the vehicle passes into this planet's sphere of influence 

and the axes are not to be rotated, the transformation equations are: 

II
 i 

o
 II 

"i • 
(2.4.8) 

K
" 1 

II 

V
 "X20 • h2 • 

(2.4.9) 

*3 = x3 

II o
 
0
 

X
 1 V (2.4.10) 

x4 = x4 

1 -r*
 

a
 II \ • (2.4.11) 

* 

*5 " x5 

1 X
#

 

II 

h5* 
(2.4.12) 

u 

V
 

• 
- X- = 

3c h6 ' 
(2.4.13) 

II II «•
 (2.4.14) 

and a 
+

>
 II 

+̂> 

= T . (2.4.15) 

Also, II 

and * u = « 
2 2 • 

The sphere of influence of the s*'*1 planet is defined as a 

sphere of radius, r = constant, with center at the center of the 
s 

planet. Thus, the boundary at which the transformation must take 

place is 
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F(*,t) = . X^)2 + (x2 - X^)2 + (x3 - X^)2]. |rc2 = 0 . 

(2.4.16) 

The radius r t is chosen, appropriately, as some measure of the region c 

of influence of the c^ planet. 

If a continuous gravitational force is to be maintained along 

the trajectory, equation (2.2.21) gives the new multipliers and the new 

H function. Application of this equation shows that the multipliers 

are continuous across the boundary but the variational Handltonian is 

not. 
7 

H  = H  +  ̂ s r  

• • 
= H -

The new Euler-Lagrange equations and equations of motion may be 

obtained in canonical form from H* above or equations (2.2.8) way be 

used. In either case the new equations of motion with X* = X. - X. , 
is is ic' 

i = 1,2,3, become: 

- xj = f* , (2.4.18) 

x* = x* = f* , (2.4.19) 

K = *1 = . (2.4.20) 
3 ~ *6 " a3 • 

"* - Bjt co» 4 - GMcK+ V [ K+ h/ + (4+ x2o>2 X| = 

*  * 7  . . . . . .  
2 

+ + 
x3c)2] -3/2 - E™„(< . V [ . 4S): 

<4 - *2/ * <*3 - ] "3/2 - he ' cl ' 



i« = _L£ sin ̂  cos u* - GM0(x* + X^) + X^)2 + (4 + X^)2 

Xy L 

+ S + X3C )2]"3/2 " £GM3 (4 " 4.) [<< " 4/ + 

(4 . ZL)2 + (X; - X«3s)2] "3/2 - Y2e = f*5 , (2X22) 

x6 = "5^ sin UZ " gV*3 + X3e^[ x̂l + *10^ + ̂ x2 + X2c^ + 

7 

(I3 + S>2] "3/2 - SGMs(*3 - X3s> [(4 - + <-*2 - ZL)2 

+ <4 - xy2] "3/2 - "4. = ^ (2^.23) 

and = - C;L = f* . (2.4.24) 

These equations apply whenever the vehicle is in the sphere of in

fluence of the cth planet. Equations (2.4.1-2.4.7) apply outside the 

spheres of influence of the P planets. No adjustment in the 

multipliers need be made as the sphere is penetrated but the governing 

Euler-Lagrange equations are altered since the f*1s are not the same 

as the f's. 

Occasionally, it may be desirable to alter the gravitational 

field when the vehicle enters a planet's sphere of influence. As an 

example of this situation, consider the problem of motion in the sun*s 

inverse-square gravitational field. Assume that a particular planet 

has no effect on a vehicle unless that vehicle approaches close to the 
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planet. As the vehicle crosses into the sphere of influence, the 

dynamic center is shifted from the sun to the planet and the planet's 

gravitational terms are added to the equations of motion. Equations 

(2.4.8-2.4.16) still describe the state-independent variable trans

formations and the boundary but equation (2.2.21) no longer gives the 

correct values for the K*1s and H* because the physical model is now 

discontinuous. Instead, equation (2.2.30) must be used to determine 

the A.*'s and H* must be redefined by using the new ff's, k = 1,...,7* 
A 

The new equations of motion are not derivable from the old ones; 

rather, they are part of the problem statement. 

(2.4.25) 

(2.4.26) 

(2.4.27) 

4 * 

°-ico .* _ 1 2 cos u^ cos Ug 

f5 = IT "i """z • GM0(4 + X2o) [(*1 + hc)Z * U2 + X2c)2 + 

7 21-3/2 ^ 2 2 2 -3/2 
(x* + X^) J - GMc4(xi + 4 + *5 ) - Xfc (2.4.29) 
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2 2 [2 2 
<4 + V +(4 + V + 

(I* +X3c)2]"3/2 - GM0**(*»2 + x|2 + ̂ 2)"3/2 - (2.4.30) 

= - Cl . (2.4.31) 

Applying equation (2.2.30) the new multipliers are determined.. 

\ i = 1,2,3.7 (2.4.32) 

£ V*k ' *kc>2 

A.?'-*.-

* 1 §| ̂*1 " Xk 2̂+ ̂ *2 ~ Z2c 2̂ + ̂ x3 " X3c 2̂( 

i = 4.5.6 . (2.4.33) 

Since 

I - h\ - \0*\+3 - v . (&».» 

DP / requiring ~ j* 0 is equivalent to saying the velocity relative to the 
J/C 

planet mast not be normal to the radius vector to the planet at the 

time of entering the sphere of influence. In other words, the tra

jectory mast not be tangent to the boundary F(x,t) = 0. This, of 

course, offers no real problem for, if the trajectory were tangent, the 

transformation could be delayed until the vehicle was inside the sphere 

of infl^nce . 
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Leaving the sphere of influence is just the reverse of entering 

it. Equations (2.4.32) and (2.4.33) may be inverted to find the change 

in the multipliers. 

= X* i = 1,2,3,7 (2.4.35) 

^ = X* + k=l 
i i DF j *2 , *2 . *2 zL iir*Z 4. r*Z j. V2 I 

Dt «*1 + 2 + x3 > 

(2.4.36) 

I - £ «+3. (2.4.37) 

Once again, the transformation is invalid if the trajectory is tangent 

to the sphere of influence. 



CHAPTER 3 

SUBARC ELIMINATIONS 

3.1 A Geometric Example 

Before defining the process of subarc elimination a very 

simple minimum distance problem will be examined. The procedure for 

eliminating subarc s can easily be demonstrated with this example and 

then generalized. 

Figure 3.1 shows the x~t plane divided into three regions: 

t < c, c < t < c+d, and c+d < t. The problem is to determine the 

shortest path connecting the origin with the point t = 2c+d on the 

t-axis. The path must necessarily pass through the region, 

c < t < c+d; here, the slope is restricted to a constant unit value. 

That is, in the center region the path must be a straight line making 

an angle of 4-5 degrees with the t-axis. In the other two regions the 

slope is unrestricted as long as it remains finite. 

Defining the slope by the equation 

x(t) = tan u(t) , (3.1.1) 

this problem may be stated in the format of Problem A of Chapter 1. 

The superscripts indicating the number of the subarc ̂ 11 not be used 

since there is no possibility of confusion. 

Find a control variable, u(t), and a state variable, x(t), 

which satisfy equation (3*1.1) on 0 < t < c and on c+d < t < 2c+d; 

which satisfy boundary conditions, 

*5 
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g1 = = 0 , (3.1.2) 

g2 ~ x̂ al^ ~ 0 * (3.1.3) 

= t^ - c = 0 , (3.1.4) 

= *(^2^ - x̂ bi^ - d = 0 » (3.1.5) 

g = t  - c - d = 0 ,  ( 3 . 1 . 6 )  
5 Ac. 
g6 = \z - 2c - d = ° , (3.1.7) 

and = ̂ (t^g) = 0 » (3.1.8) 

and which also minimize a functional. 

Ad. }b.Z 
J =\/2~d + V sec u dt +\ sec u dt . (3.1.9) 

tal ta2 

The boundary condition, g^ = 0, assures that the restriction of unit 

slope in the center region is satisfied. This equation is obtained by 

integrating the equation x(t) =1 from t = c to t = c-kl. The 

functional J represents the total path length since the constant term, 

s/2 dc is the length of the path in the center region and the two 

integrals represent the path lengths in the first and third regions 

respectively. One subarc, the one traversing the center region, has 

been eliminated and accounted for in the boundary conditions. 

The variational Hamilton!an for this problem has the same 

form on both subarcs. 

H = A. tan u - sec u . (3.1*10) 

The Euler-Lagrange equations indicate that k is constant on each 

subarc and that sin u = X. Also, H is constant on both subarcs. To 

simplify the equations, superscripts 1 and 2 will be used to denote 
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the first and second subarcs. Application of the corner conditions, 

2 1 
equations (1.1.13-1.1.16), shows that K = k so that subarcs 1 and 2 

are line segments having the same slope. Now, the constraint, equation 

(3.1.l)« may be integrated. 

x(tbl) = t^ tan u . (3.1.H) 

x(tb2) = x(ta2) + (tb2 - ta2) tan u . (3.1.12) 

These equations may be solved simultaneously with the boundary con

ditions. The result is 

tan n = - — . (3.1.13) 
2c 

As d becomes small, the restricted zone has less effect and tan u tends 

to zero; the path approaches the x-axis which is the optimal path with 

no restricted region. Figure 3.2 shows the optimal path for d = c. In 

this case both subarcs have slopes of -30 degrees. 

There are several benefits to be gained from utilizing subarc 

elimination. Since most space trajectory problems require numerical 

solution, any technique which reduces or simplifies computation is 

usually welcomed. When part of a problem may be solved in closed form, 

there is no need to derive Euler-Lagrange equations for this part and 

no need to numerically integrate any equations for this portion of the 

trajectory. Computer time is saved and accuracy may be improved. In 

some cases a three point boundary value problem may be reduced to a 

two point problem. In addition to these computational advantages 

subarc elimination may allow a more complete analysis of a problem 

prior to actual numerical solution. The practical spaco trajectory 

problems considered in this chapter demonstrate these characteristics 
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x = tan u 

x = tan u 

= 2c + d 

= c+d 

Figure 3*1 A Geometric Example for Subarc Elimination 

'bl = 

2 

, k j<45° 30°^\ 
-\3°° y v 

^ fb2 

x^bl^ = "2 
^"*02 = 2c 

Figure 3*2 MLnimum Distance Path with Restricted Segment 
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of subarc elimination. 

As the previous geometric example showed it is necessary to be 

able to integrate a subarc in closed form if it is to be eliminated 

from the optimization problem. This is usually possible for space 

trajectories only on subarcs with null thrust and an inverse-square, 

central gravitational force field. Thus, the technique is applicable 

forcoast periods in regions of space where one celestial body has con

siderably more influence than any other. 

The engineer often finds that rather gross simplifications in 

a model lead to reasonable solutions. A vehicle with low thrust may 

sometimes be represented as having null thrust in the vicinity of a 

celestial body exerting a greater force on the vehicle. Additional 

simplifying assumptions may be desirable in order to obtain an 

approximately optimal trajectory on which more accurate confutations 

may later be based. 

3*2 The Thrust-Coast-Thrust Problem 

In the calculation of optimal orbit transfer trajectories, 

it is frequently necessary to consider intermediate orbits or coast 

periods. The established procedure for including these coast periods 

in variational problems requires the determination of the engine cut

off by means of a switching function. After engine cutoff numerical 

integration of the equations of motion and Euler-Lagrange equations 

along the coast arc is performed and the switching function is again 

used to locate the reignition point. Recently, de Veubeke (1965) has 

given an analytic solution for intermediate orbits occuring in an 



inverse square force field. By using an appropriate set of variables 

he was able to integrate the equations of motion and Euler-Lagrange 

equations in closed form and arrive at an expression for the re-

ignition point. 

The approach taken here provides a different and perhaps more 

useful method for arriving at de Veubeke's results. By treating the 

entire coast as a corner where the discontinuities are described 

functionally, all reference to the Euler-Lagrange equations along the 

coast is removed. The results of de Veubeke are obtained in terms of 

the ratio of radii at cutoff and reignition. Furthermore, it is shown 

that these results hold for hyperbolic and parabolic intermediate 

orbits as well as elliptic. 

The equations of motion for two-dimensional motion using polar 

velocity coordinates were given in Chapter 2, equations (2.3.1-2.3.5). 

Figure 3*3 shows the geometry of the problem to be considered. The 

trajectory consists of two thrust subarcs separated by a coast period. 

The initial state is a circular orbit and the terminal configuration is 

a coplanar elliptic orbit with an unspecified argument of periapsis. 

If the terminal true anomally is also unspecified, the problem is range 

independent. Effectively, the orientation of the terminal orbit is 

controlled by the range angle, x^t^), of the initial point. With 

the terminal argument of periapsis and the terminal true anomally both 

left free, the angular orientation of the final elliptic orbit with 

respect to the initial point musrt be determined optimally. This 

orientation is not changed by varying the initial range angle but the 

orientation with respect to a fixed coordinate system is altered. 



COAST SUBARC 

CENTRAL BODY 

x2^ar 

INITIAL ORBIT 

TERMINAL ORBIT 

Figure 3.3 Diagram of Thrust-Coast-Thrust Problem 
H 



Since the initial range angle does not alter the shape of the 

trajectory, the solution is applicable for all orientations of the 

final orbit. 

Instead of formulating the problem with three subares, the 

coasting subarc will be eliminated using the 'two body" solution. The 

resulting problem will then consist of two thrusting subares, defined 

on the intervals [t ,, t 1 and [t , t ] . The coasting period will 
al bl a2 b2 

be accounted for in the boundary conditions relating point t^ and t 

(Figure 3.3). 

If maximum payload is the performance criterion, then for 

& minimization problem 

gQ = - • (3.2.1) 

The integrand, f^, is identically zero so the Euler-Lagrange equations 

are given by equations (2.3.7-2.3.12) with all partial derivatives of 

fg equal to zero. Since only constant exhaust velocity and constant 

mass flow is being considered, this performance criterion is of in

terest when low-thrust, power-limited electric propulsion is used as 

well as high thrust chemical engines. Maximizing payload would be 

inappropriate if variable mass flow, power-limited electric propulsion 

were euqaloyed (Melbourne, 1961). 

The boundary conditions replacing the coast period are 

obtained from the conservation of angular momentum, the conservation 

of energy, the orbit equation and some form of Kepler's equation. 

Respectively, these equations can be put in the following form. 
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!! = VV *3\z> cos 

" *1^1 ̂ *3^1^ C0s • (3.2.2) 

*» • i 4{t̂  - jjtr̂  - i 4(v> + • <3-2-3) 

e3 = W * Fi { xi(tta),IC3(tbi)'Vtbi)*pJ °-zA) 

and «if"t̂ -tKL " F
2{xi(tia)'3C3(tbi)lVtbi''p} <3-2-5) 

where P = x_(t „) - x„(t, _ ) • The functionals, F. and Fot are not 
Z B.£ & Dl X & 

given explicitly because they will not affect the solution. The fifth 

boundary condition states that the mass remains constant during the 

coast. 

e5 = X5^a2^ " X5^bl^ = 0 (3.2.6) 

The initial conditions for this problem merely specify the 

initial state and time and do not lead to transversality conditions so 

these boundary conditions will not be listed. 

/^~Th©-terndnal boundary conditions, on the other hand, specify 

only that the final state of the system is an elliptic orbit of given 

size and shape. This specification is met by forcing the final energy 

and angular momentum to take on particular values, E and h. 

fi6 = 5 4 V * " E " ° (3-2'7) 

e7 = VSz5 *3(tb2> °os Vtb2> " h " 0 (3-2*8) 
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These two equations conplete the set of boundary conditions 

describing the thrust-coast-thrust problem* The application of the 

transversality/comer conditions may be accomplished in two separate 

steps since the equations describing the coast period are not coupled 

with the terminal conditions nor the performance index. 

First, the terminal transversality conditions will be examined. 

These are equations (1.1.15-1.1*16) for j = 2. 

~2 b6 + x3(tb2) cos b7 + Xl(tb2) = 0 (3-2-9) 

YV 

= o (3.2.10) 

I3(tb2) b6 + oos Vtb2> b7 + S(tb2> " 0 (3.2.11) 

-x^t^) sin x4(tb2) b? + ̂ (tfc2) = 0 (3.2.12) 

-1 + = ° (3.2.13) 

H(tb2) = 0 (3.2.14) 

Because and H are constant on each subarc, equations (3.2.10) and 

(3*2.14) indicate that X and H are zero on subarc #2. If equations 

(3»2.9)t (3.2.11) and (3.2.12) are combined by eliminating the multi

pliers bg and b^, the result is a necessary condition which must be 

satisfied at the terminal point. 

M(tbz) = 0 (3.2.15) 

where 



K=X1^sinxJf - X -jsiax + ^ j -* - J oos ̂  

*• ± *tl 

a . ! a _ l  
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cos x, . (3-2.16) 

Observing that 

H = OjL + M . (3.2.17) 

equations (3.2.14-3.2.15) iinply 

where 

L(t,' ) = 0 (3.2.18) 

co 
L = — cos u + A.., •• sin u - A. . (3.2.19) 

3 *5 *5*3 5 

Equations (3.2.15) and (3.2.18) are not independent but are, rather, 

equivalent; either may be used as a necessary endpoint condition. 

The corner conditions, equations (1.1.13-1.1.1*0 for j = 2, are 

evaluated next. 

[*3(ta2) cos x4(ta2)j bx +ĵ j_jb2 + b3 . yta2) = = 0 , 

(3.2.20) 

[- srh + [- s?]b* - W •0 • <3-2-21) 

[VV CM VV] bl +[x3(ta2)] b3 - W30' (3-2-22) 

[- h " VW = 0 • (3.2.23) 

b5 " = ° * (3.2.2*0 

and b^ + H(tfi2) = 0 . (3.2.25) 
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Since H is zero throughout the second subarc, this last equation 

implies b^ is zero. Likewise, since is zero on the second subarc 

and b^ is zero, equation (3*2.21) implies b^ is zero (the partial of 

with respect to P is not zero except for circular orbit coasting 

periods which may be ruled out from physical considerations since 

circular orbits do not change the state of the system except for x^). 

Finally, the corner conditions, equations (1.1.15-1.1.16) for 

j = 1, are applied taking into account the values of b and b . 
3 ^ 

[-̂ Vcos wK + [- Jû j]b2 + (̂tbl) = 0' (3'2,26) 

x,(t ) = 0 , (3.2.27) 
c Dl 

[-*i (V °os  w] ̂  +  [~3 (v] *3(VJ b2 + VV = 0 • 

(3.2.28) 

29) 
[VSa5 VSa.5 Vta)] + VSo.' = 0 • (3,2* 

-b + ̂ (t^) = 0 , (3.2.30) 

and n^bl^ = 0 * (3.2.31) 

Equations (3«2.27) and (3*2.31) imply that A. and H are zero on the 
2 

first subarc as well as the second. Thus, may be completely 

eliminated from consideration and H = 0 may be used as a condition 

which applies everywhere on the optimal trajectory. 
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The elimination of the remaining multipliers is straight

forward. Equations (3*2.30) and (3.2.24) nay be combined. 

M* J = M V.> • (3.2.32) 
5 3.2 5 Dl 

Equations (3.2.29) and (3.2.23) may be manipulated to yield 

Vta2) CCt Vta2) = Vtbl) COt Vtbl) * (3.2.33) 

Similarly, equations (3.2.28) and (3.2.22) lead to 

V V W + Vta2) COt W 

X3(ta2) 

S(tKL) X3(tbl) + VVoot W 

^(t ) 
3 bl 

• (3.2.3*0 

Equations (3.2.20) and (3.2.26) may also be reduced to yield useful 

information. 

(3.2.35) 

(3.2.36) 
a £. 

Equivalently, 

Ut^) = L(t ) = 0 . (3.2.37) 

M(tbl) = ° ' 

*t > = 0 . 

Substituting for sin u and cos u in this last equation and using 

equation (3.2*32), 

2 

At j + 

.3 12 

2 
^ + ~2 3 bl x (t ) 

3 bl J 

l 
T 

(3.2.38) 
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Equations (3.2.2-3.2.3), (3.2.33-3.2.36) and (3.2.38) furnish 

conditions from which the time of end of the first thrust subarc, the 

juaqps in the multipliers and state variables, and across the 

coasting period and, hence, the location of the initial point of the 

second thrust subarc may be determined. These equations may be reduced 

to a useable form. The following notation will be useful in performing 

this reduction. 

p *L(ta2> 

" vv 

V = *3CV . 

From the conservation of angular momentum 

oos Vta2) = m cos Vtbl> • 

Substituting this into equation (3*2.33), 

-t2 vtbl) -x] • 

Using equation (3.2.33), A. (t ) may be obtained from equation 
j cLdC 

(3.2.3^). 

"Vv -1- (v2 -1) w °°t yyi 

3 *2 " 

These expressions for X„(t ) and \ (t ) may be substituted into 
3 *2 a2 

equation (3*2.38). Squaring both sides of the resulting equation and 
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using the Euler-Lagrange control equation yields 

[v2 |cot utt^) + cot - cot xj^t^) J2 + R^V^cac2x^(t^) 

- cot2x̂ (t̂ ) = V21 cot2u(t̂ ) + 1 | . (3.2.39) 

Further simplification brings about the following form. 

R2 - 1 = - (V2 - 1) sin^Ct^) [cot ̂ (t^) + cot x^t^)] 2 • 

(3.2.40) 

From the energy equation, 

2 c3 V - 1 = - ff 

*L(tbl> *3(tbl 

Letting 

c 
K = 2— sin2*.(t ) [ cot u(t.. ) + cot xu(t )1 , 

L 

then 

R2 - 1 = K he] 

or 

(R - 1)(R2 + R - K) = 0 . (3.2.41) 

This cubic equation has three roots for R. The first is the symmetric 

root, 

R= 1 , (3.2.42) 
S 

which implies that the relight point, tag, is located symmetrically on 

the coasting subarc with respect to the cutoff point, t^, or it implies 

that there is no coast. 

The second root, given below, is asymmetric and the third root 

is discarded because it gives a negative value for R. 
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R 
a 
Vl + 4K - 1 

2 
(3.2.43) 

Two points on the intermediate orbit satisfy this condition if the 

root lies on the orbit at all. Figure 3.4- displays the possible re

light points for elliptic orbits. If cutoff occurs at A, then the 

symmetric root falls at B and vice versa. If the cutoff occurs at 

either A or 5, then the two asymmetric roots occur at C and D for 

R > 1 or E and F for R < 1. This is assuming that the asymetric 
a a 

root actually lies on the orbit. 

Since the forms of the orbit equation and Kepler's equation 

do not affect these results, they are valid for parabolic and hyper

bolic intermediate orbits as well as elliptic orbits. For these open 

orbits the symmetric root is possible only if cutoff occurs while 

approaching periapsis. Also, if R >1, only one asymmetric root is 
a 

reachable. Figure 3.5 shows a typical open orbit with cutoff occuring 

before and after periapsis. Note that only one root is reachable if 

cutoff occurs after periapsis. 

Up to this point the results are equivalent to those obtained 

by de Veubeke (1965). Nothing has been said as to the choice of 

roots when more than one root is available. Indeed, this choice 

appears to be arbitrary, depending only upon the terminal conditions. 

One may attempt at this point to invoke the Weierstrass £ test 

as was done l>y de Veubeke (1965). One way to apply this test at the 

corner points is to treat mass flow rate as a discrete control 

variable with accessible values zero and c^. The test then requires 



R = 1 
s 

PERIAPSIS 
CENTRAL BODY 

INTERMEDIATE ORBIT 

R > 1 CUTOFF 

.4 Cutoff and Relight Points on an Elliptic Intermediate Orbit 
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CENTRAL BODY 

PERIAPSIS 

CUTOFF 

CASE 1: CUTOFF OCCURS AT A 
RELIGHT MAY OCCUR AT B 
RELIGHT MAY OCCUR AT E OR F IF R < 1 
RELIGHT MAY OCCUR AT D if Rg >1 

CENTRAL BODY 

PERIAPSIS 

CUTOFF 

CASE 2: CUTOFF OCCURS AT B 
RELIGHT MAY OCCUR AT D IF RQ > 1 

Figure 3.5 Cutoff and Relight Points on a Parabolic or Hyperbolic 
Intermediate Orbit 



that L be non-negative throughout the thrust periods. This is the 

correct approach if mass flow rate (or, equivalently, thrust magnitude) 

is to be taken as a control variable. However, if it is desired to 

find optimal trajectories consisting of two thrust periods separated 

by a coast, taking mass flow rate as a control is not permissible. In 

other words, the specification of the number of times a discrete 

control may change its value is inconsistent with the concept of the 

E test. So, for the thrust-coast-thrust problem or any problem where 

the number of subarcs is specified, it is not necessary that L be 

non-negative on the thrust subarcs. This does not preclude satis

faction of the E test with thrust direction as a single control 

variable. 

Although the problem Just considered includes exactly two 

thrust periods, the analysis holds for n thrust subarcs separated by 

n - 1 coasting periods. The same corner conditions apply at each of 

the n - 1 corners which replace the coasts. It is necessary, however, 

to specify the number of subarcs before obtaining a solution. 

. Some Numerical Solutions. Several extremal trajectories of the 

thrust-c oa st-thrast variety were determined with aid of a digital 

computer. Table 3.1 and Figure 3*6 through 3*9 display some of the 

pertinent data. In each case a constant-low-thrust propulsion system 

was simulated. Each trajectory began in a one astronomical unit 

circular orbit about the sun. Only a few extremal trajectories were 

conputed and no gsneral conclusions are drawn from this data. It is 

presented here to show the feasibility of the subarc elimination 

technique. 
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Table 3.1 Conparison of Direct and Thrust-Coast-Thrust Solutions 

Type of Trajectory Direct Route Thrust-Coast-Thrust 

Payload 

* w 

81.299 73.379 

Total Time 

(days) 
271.9 682.2 

Coast Time 

(days) 
295.1 

Total Range 

(degrees) 
200.0 506.8 

Coast Range 

(degrees) 
225.1 

(degrees) 
11.684 24.029 

~T. x = 0.00068764 days""^ c0 = 1.666667 emos 
x5^ al' 
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Figure 3.6 Thrust-Coast-Thrust and Direct Transfers from Earth to Mars ON 
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Figure 3.7 Extremal Control for Mars Mission 
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1.3 
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Figure 3*9 Earth-Mars Thrust-Coast-Thrust Trajectory in 
Energy-Angular Momentum Space 
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A thrust-coast-thrust extremal trajectory was computed for a 

mission to Mars' orbit. The gravitational effects of Earth and Mars 

were neglected, only the inverse-square effect of the sun was con

sidered. For this trajectory the asymmetric root, R , did not lie on 
& 

the coasting orbit so the only possible relight point was the 

symmetric solution. This does not mean, however, that asymmetric 

roots are not possible for such missions. For other extremal 

trajectories satisfying the same end conditions, the asymmetric root 

may be valid. 

Table 3*1 compares the above thrust-coast-thrust symmetric 

solution with a continuous thrust extremal trajectory to Mars. The 

data indicates that the direct (or continuous thrust) route is con

siderably more efficient. No asymmetric roots were obtained for this 

particular set of end conditions so no conclusions can be made as to 

the value of such a trajectory. 

The physical graph of the two trajectories to Mars is dis

played in Figure 3.6 while Figure 3.7 shows the thrust direction 

program. The thrust direction is given in terms of the angle measured 

from the local radius. For all extremal trajectories with circular 

orbit terminal conditions, the thrusting program was characterized by 

an initial period during which the thrust was in the general direction 

of the velocity, a very brief period while the thrust vector changed 

to a retro-firing position and, finally, a retro-fire period. For the 

thrust-coast-thrust case each thrust period examined followed this 

pattern. 
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The switching function, equation (3*2.19), was used to 

terminate each thrusting period. Its graph for the Mars mission is 

given in Figure 3.8. The accuracy involved in requiring that this 

function be zero at the end of a thrusting period may be related to 

the accuracy of the cutoff time by determining the slope of the 

switching function near cutoff from this figure. 

A rather interesting and somewhat puzzling picture is presented 

in Figure 3»9« The loops in this energy vs. angular momentum plot are 

typical of the extremals obtained. No physical explanation has yet 

been provided to clarify the occurrence of these loops. 

The principal advantage in using the analytic solution 

(subarc elimination) for the coast is, of course, the saving in com-

puter time. The total time consumed by the thrust-coast-thrust 

trajectory presented in Table 3*1 was 682.2 days. Of this time 387.1 

days were devoted to thrusting periods and 295 days were spent on 

the coasting orbit. Using subarc elimination only the thrusting 

periods were required to be integrated numerically. No numerical 

integration was necessary for the coast. This represents a saving of 

approximately 43$ in computational time. The actual amount of computer 

time saved will depend on the integration scheme, the accuracy re

quired and the computer itself. However, in every case the saving 

would be a considerable amount. Also, the aubarc elimination method 

becomes even more efficient as the number of coast periods increases. 
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3.3 Continuous Thrust Flyby Missions 

A flyby mission is one in which the objective is to pass near a 

celestial body without being captured. A typical example would be a 

vehicle starting from earth's orbit, moving outward away from the sun 

and passing through Saturn's orbit. As a first approximation to this 

situation the gravitational effects of the two planets are neglected. 

Furthermore, the position of the target planet in its orbit is left 

unspecified. This results in a range independent problem; any optimal 

trajectory determined on this basis will include the optimal range 

angle. 

If the orbit of the target planet is assumed to be circular, 

then a single terminal boundary condition of fixed final radius will 

specify the flyby mission. Using the same polar-velocity coordinate 

system as in the previous section, this boundary condition is merely 

a specification of the value of the terminal distance to the sun. 

Also, as in the previous section, the performance criterion 

is one of maximizing payload so 

Since no other boundary conditions involve terminal values, the trans-

versality conditions at the final point may be derived immediately. 

(3.3.1) 

(3.3.2) 

(3.3.3) 

(3.3.4) 
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H(tbi) = 0 ' (3.3.5) 

Since many space vehicles are inserted into heliocentric orbits 

with an initial velocity in excess of the earth's orbital velocity, it 

is reasonable to seek an optimal value for the direction of this excess 

velocity. Following the method of Dickerson (1967), let v be the 

magnitude of the excess velocity and V be the magnitude of the earth's 

velocity at Heliocentric insertion. The actual vehicle velocity is Xy 

an angle x^ from earth's direction of motion. Let w be the angle 

between the actual velocity and the excess velocity. Then w is an un

specified parameter and the necessary conditions of Appendix B may be 

used to determine its optimal value. 

Some of the initial boundary conditions only specify the values 

of t, x^, Xg and x^. These will not be listed since they do not lead 

to useful transversality conditions. Figure 3.10 shows the relations 

between the various velocity vectors at the earth's orbit. From this 

figure the boundary conditions involving velocity, flight path angle 

and the parameter, w, may be derived. 

g2 = ̂ (t^) sin x^Ct^) - v sin [^(t^) + wJ = 0 (3.3.6) 

g3 = x3^al^ cos x4 t̂al^ " v cos [^^al^ + WJ - v = 0 • (3.3.7) 

Applying the transversality conditions and equations (B.3) in the usual 

manner gives three algebraic equations, linear in the two multipliers 

b^ and b^. Elimination of these two multipliers produces the desired 

transversality condition. 
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Figure 3^10 Parametric Representation of Initial Excess 
Velocity Direction 



w> 
tan w = 

X3(tal)S(tal) 

Using the control variable Euler-Lagrange equation yields 

tan w = tan u(t ..) • (3»3»8) 
al 

This equation implies that the excess velocity vector is aligned with 

the initial thrust direction. 

Several flyby trajectories were computed numerically. The 

results of these computations are presented in Figures 3«H and 3.12. 

Figure 3»11 shows three typical flyby missions, one each to Mars, 

Jupiter and Saturn. The same vehicle parameters (exhaust velocity and 

mass flow rate) were used for all three missions. Table 3*2 gives 

some of the numerical data associated with these trajectories. 

Figure 3.12 demonstrates the non-linear behavior of the 

Lagrange multipliers for the Saturn flyby mission. Since these 

multipliers may have more than one zero, terminating the trajectory 

at the first zero is neither practical nor correct. This is a con

sequence of the nature of transversality conditions. They are 

necessary but not sufficient to insure that a particular point is in 

fact the terminal point. That is, a transversality condition may be 

satisfied on an optimal trajectory at points other than an end point. 

3.4 Continuous Thrust Swingby Maneuver 

Deerwsster (1966) has shown that a hyperbolic encounter 

(swingby) with Jupiter significantly improves the performance of im

pulsive thrusting vehicles for missions to the outer planets. It is 
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Table 3.2 Comparison of Mars, Jupiter and Saturn Flyby Trajectories 

Flyby Planet Mars Jupiter Saturn 

Payload - $ x^t^) 90.82 70.01 56.41 

t^ - days 133 A 436.2 633.9 

Range - degrees 112.8 190.9 205.0 

u(t^) - degrees 13.59 -8.19 -10.16 

x^(t^) - degrees 0.67 -0.4-1 -0.51 

w 
-1.2831 -1.2560 -1.1784 

-0.3252 0.1898 0.2216 

1 
— = 0.00068764 days-

x5(tal) 

Cg = 2.5 emos 



also of interest to determine the effect of swingby maneuvers on the 

performance of continuous low-thrust vehicles. Since a straightforward 

simulation of such a trajectory would lead to a very difficult three 

point boundary value problem, an approximate, but considerably 

simplified, method is employed here. The swingby maneuver is replaced 

by a corner at which discontinuities in velocity magnitude and 

direction occur instantaneously® Relations for determining these 

discontinuities are obtained from an approximate solution for the 

motion near the intermediate planet. After expressing the swingby as 

a corner, the appropriate corner conditions are applied to obtain the 

jumps in the multipliers. 

Assuming the intermediate planet is in a circular orbit of 

radius R, the swingby will occur when x^ = R. Figure 3»13 shows the 

geometry of the problem. No specification of the range, Xg. at the 

corner is made so the position of the intermediate planet in its orbit 

will be determined optimally. 

The jumps in velocity and flight path angle are determined by 

assuming the relative motion during the swingby is not influenced by 

the sun nor by the thrust. Figure 3*1^ shows the relative velocity, 

v, before and after the maneuver. The planet's velocity, V, is 

assumed constant during the encounter. The following geometric 

relations are derived from this figure. 

v(tbl) sin 0 = X^Ct^) sin ̂ (t^) 

vCt^) cos e = V - ̂ (t^) cos ̂ (tj^) 
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Figure 3.13 Diagram of Swingby Problem 
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Vt»2) Sln Vt»2) = T(t»2) Sln (" + w) 

*3^a2^ °0S x4^a2^ = V ~ v̂ a2^ cos (0 + w) • 

The elimination of 0 from these equations is accomplished by observing 

1 2 
that the relative energy at a great distance from the planet is iv . 

If the relative energy is conserved, then v(t ) equals v(t, ). Thus, 
a2 bl 

the previous eqtiations may be combined to give 

^(t^) sin = ̂ (t^) sin jx^(tbl) - w [ + V sin w (3.^.1) 

x-j(tft2) cos *^^2^ = cos t^Sl^ ~ w ( + V̂ 1 " cos * 

(3A.2) 

The turning angle w is related to the closest approach 

distance through the change in true anomally and the orbit equation. 

Let f be true anomally on the hyperbolic orbit (hyperbolic relative to 

the planet). Then, from Figure 3-15 the turning angle, w, may be re

lated to the change in true anomally, Af. 

w = Af - n . 

The orbit equation (IfcCuskey, 1963) may be used to show 

T 2r _l"l 
Af = 2 arccos I - (1 + E) I 

where r^ is the perifocal distance or closest approach, c is the 

gravitational parameter for the planet and E is the relative energy. 

Relating E to the velocity and flight path angle at t , an expression 
bl 

for w is obtained. 



v<>«2> 

VEHICLE PATH 
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V(tbl) 

'Ure 3,15 Relation Between Turning Angle and Change in 
True Anomally 
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cos v = 1 . 2(1 + -E { ̂(t̂ ) - 2 V x̂ ) cos ̂ (t̂ ) + v2 } j"Z . 
(3.t.3) 

Equations (3.4.1-3.4.3) give the jumps in velocity and flight 

path angle in terms of the two parameters w and r^. The variables 

X^, Xg, and and t are assumed unchanged at the corner. The accuracy 

of this assumption will vary from case to case but the gross effect of 

the swingby should be retained. 

The formal boundary conditions describing the swingby are: 

gl = ̂ bl5 " R = 0 ' (3.4A) 

g2 = *1^2^ " R = 0 » (3.^.5) 

S3 = x2(ta2> " x2(tbl) = ° » i3At6) 

g^ = ̂ (t^) sin x^(t&2) - XjCtj^) sin ̂ (tbl) - wj - V sin w = 0, 

(3.4.7) 

g5 = *3^*2^ cos ~ *3^1) cos [v^l^ " w] + v ̂ cos w 

= 0 , (3.4.8) 

g6 = cos w + 2 [l + -E { x^t^) - 2 V ̂ (t^) cos x^t^) 

+ V2^ -1 = 0, (3.4.9) 

g7 = *5^a2^ " x5 t̂bl^ = 0 • (3.4.10) 

and gg = t&2 - tbi = ° . (3.4.11) 

The third, seventh and eighth boundary conditions indicate that A.,, A. 
^ 5 
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and H are continuous at the corner. The remaining corner conditions 

may be evaluated by two different approaches depending on whether the 

value for r^ is specified or free to be optimized. First, consider 

Tp as a specified constant. Then, the remaining corner conditions 

are: 

" [W5 " W] b4 " cos [VV " w]b5 

r 3 
-2V2 ~ (1 - cos w)2 | x^(tbl) - v cos ̂ (t^) | b6 

= (3.4.12) 

- cos [VSjI1 - •] S + sln [W - "] b5 

Mt„) 
- 2V2 jE (1 . cos v)2 { V sin }b6 = -AJSL , 

(3A.13) 

{ ° ° S  K ( t b l >  "  w ]  "  T  o o s  v } \  -  _ w ]  

+ V sin - si*1 w ^ = 0 t (3.^.14) 

Sin x4(ta2^ b4 + cos x4(ta2^ b5 = " • (3.4.15) 

cos x4(ta2) b^ - 5111 x4(ta2} b5 = x3(tft2) 
(3.4.16) 
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Elimination of the three multipliers, b^, b^ and bg gives the jumps in 

kj and A.^. 

S(ta2) = VV {C°S  [VS.Z* " W +  W] 

+ KV sin ̂ (t^) (*3(1^) - V cos Vt^)) } 

+  7M t s in  [V^z' " W +  W] 
3; a2 

- K (*3 ( tbi> -v  °° s  vw) (-v  oos  vv)) • 

(3.4.1?) 

Xirr4 = S(tbi){-34,1 [v^ - V*ki) +w] 

+ XV sin ̂ (t^) sin x^(ta2) > + 

Vtbi) 

X3(tbl 

- | oos - x4(tbl) + v] 

- Kvfcct^) - V oos ̂ (t^)^ Sin *tj(ta2)} , (3.4.16) 

where 

K = 2V?[ E 1 (1 - cos w) ̂ . 
Lc sin wj 

The jump in is derived from the continuity of the Hamilton-

ian. 

= —j " M'W *2^a2^ " *-3^2' *3^2^ 

- \(\z> VV5 " W W] * (3.4.19) 

The jumps in the multipliers are considerably simplified if the 

parameter, r , is optimized. According to Appendix B 
P 
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But 

which implies bg = 0. Inserting this condition into equations (3.4.12-

3.4.14) leads to new solutions for the jumps in the multipliers and the 

unknown parameter, w. The jump in is still given by equation 

The last equation might be expected to give the optimal value 

for the parameter, w. However, since w does not appear, this equation 

is just another corner condition which must be satisfied by all optimal 

swingby trajectories. 

A amount of manipulation of the three equations produces 

some interesting physical interpretation. The angle which the thrust 

vector makes with the local horizontal is (x^ + u). From equation 

(3.4.19). 
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(3.^.22) and Figure 3»lb 

[ - 1  x  ( t  )  s i n  x ,  ( t  )  
+u^tbl^l = —^ —— = tan 9 . 

4 bl ^ J «o. y t^) - V 

(3.^.23) 

So the thrust vector and relative velocity vector are parallel immedi

ately before swingby. Dividing equation (3*^*21) by (3.^.20) shows 

that the thrust vector swings through an angle w during the swingby so 

that the thrusrt vector and relative velocity vector are parallel 

immediately after the swingby also. That is, 

tan u(ta2) = tan [x^Ct^) + ̂ Ct^) - 3fy(ta2) - w]. OA.2k) 

The swingby maneuver and the associated equations just derived 

may be used in conjunction with several different sets of terminal 

conditions. Two missions of particular interest are the flyby mission 

discussed in section 3*3 and the orbiter mission which has the same 

terminal conditions as the thrust-coast-thrust problem considered in 

section 3*2. 

Figure 3*16 compares three Saturn flyby trajectories, one 

direct, one with a Jupiter swingby and one with a Mars swingby. 

Although the Jupiter swingby added a J&jo increment in energy, the final 

payload was only increased by .66$. This result can be explained by 

noting that, while the increase in velocity tends to improve perform

ance, the associated decrease in flight path angle has an adverse 

effect. Figure 3*17 shows that the best swingby trajectory is a 

trade-off between the favorable and adverse effects. Performance 

improves slightly as the closest approach distance, r^, is decreased 
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from infinity. However, at a particular value for r^ the improvement 

ceases and the performance begins to decline. If the closest approach 

drops below .002 a.u., the swingby tends to give payloads below the 

value for the direct route. 

Surprisingly, a swingby maneuver at Mars is slightly better 

than a Jupiter swingby for the Saturn flyby mission. Table 3.3 gives 

a comparison of these two trajectories with the direct route. In both 

swingby cases the optimal value of r^ was used. Since Mars is much 

further from Saturn than is Jupiter, the change in flight path angle 

does not have so much influence. This allows a much smaller value of 

Tp and, hence, a large increment in velocity. However, the Mars 

swingby only increased payload over the direct route by 1.4$. Apparent

ly, one can conclude that the swingby maneuver is not very beneficial 

for flyby missions when the mode of propulsion is low thrust. 

Although no low thrust orbiter missions utilizing the swingby 

were investigated, this area of application appears to be quite 

promising. For these missions the final value of the flight path 

angle must be zero. Hence, the decrease in this variable during the 

swingby could be advantageous rather than harmful. 

The simplifying assumptions underlying the above analysis are 

rather crude so some justification of their use is in order. Table 3.^ 

compares trajectories using the approximate solution for a Jupiter 

swingby with trajectories obtained by numerically integrating equations 

of motion which include thrust and the gravitational effects of Jupiter 

and the sun. The accuracy of the assumptions varies from case to case 
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Table 3.3 Comparison of Mars Swingby, Jupiter Svdngby and Direct Route 

for Saturn ELyby Mission 

Swingby Planet Mars Jupiter None 

Payload-# x^t^) 57.198 56.785 56.410 

Time - days 622.4 628.5 633.9 

nCt^) + ̂ (t^) 

degrees 

-7.7 -10.9 -10.7 

Final Energy-enios^ 1.1^4 1.288 1.135 

Energy Increment 
at Swingby-emos^ 

0.028 0.149 

*3^2^ " *3^1^ 

emos 

0.0285 0.1285 

VV -
degrees 

-1.2 -15.7 

rp - planet radii 1.75 9.45 

®-i i 
—=• = 0.00068764 days" 

X5
(V 

= 2.5 emos 
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Table 3.4 Numerical Evaluation of Swingby Approximation 

Case 1 - Jupiter Swingby Case 2 - Jupiter Swingby 

Initial Final Final 
Point Point: Point: 

approx. numer. 

Initial Final Final 
Point Point: Point: 

approx. numer. 

X1 

a.u. 

4.826693 5.671490 5.671490 4.225890 6.294895 6.294894 

X2 

degrees 

196.81 201.67 201.71 189.558 201.27 201.60 

*3 

emos 

0.968193 1.123681 1.122309 1.007987 1.341023 1.287122 

x4 

degrees 

65.886 60.156 60.226 63.705 62.402 61.414 

t 
days 

436.275 489.413 491.891 378.105 494.817 497.877 

r 
P 

planet 
radii 

- — - — 16.81 16.81 — — - - 9.45 9.45 
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but the gross effect of the swingby is not lost, at least for the 

trajectories considered here. 



CHAPTER 4 

BRANCHED TRAJECTORIES 

4.1 A Geometric Example 

Previously the methods of variational calculus have been 

limited to problems with single-valued state and control variables. 

The extended problem of Bolza stated in Appendix A provides a modus 

operandi for determining optimal paths with variables which may be 

multivalued because the various subarcs overlap. The name, "branched 

trajectories", was coined for such problems because of the appearance 

of the graph of some of these trajectories ( see Figure 4.1). 

To exhibit the salient features of branched trajectory 

optimization another simple minimum distance problem will be examined. 

The problem is to determine the shortest path, possibly branched, 

connecting three non-colinear points. Figure 4.1 shows a candidate 

path which branches at B. Without loss of generality one point lies 

at the origin, one point on the x axis and the third point lies in the 

first quadrant. The three branches of this trajectory correspond to 

three subarcs of the extended problem of Bolza. 

The formulation is very similar to that of the example at the 

start of Chapter 3* The quantity to be minimized is 

3 f'bj 
J = T) \ sec u dt . (4.1.1) 

i=1 t 

94 
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Figure 4.1 Possible Branched Path Connecting Three Points 
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There is still just one state variable, x, one control variable, u, 

and one differential equation of constraint on each subarc, 

x = tan u . (4.1.2) 

With the subarcs numbered as in Figure 4.1, the boundary conditions 

are: 

gl = v =0 • (4.1.3) 

*2 = = ° ' (4.1.4) 

s3 = \z - k ~ 0 » 
(4.1.5) 

% • X(tb2» = ° ' (4.1.6) 

s5 = - 1 = o • (4.1.7) 

g6 = x(tb3) " h = 0 • (4.1.8) 

g7 = *.2 " Si " ° • (4.1.9) 

ge = X(t«2) " ' 0 • (4.1.10) 

«9 = *>3 - Hi = 0 • (4.1.11) 

g10 = *(V " *(V ' 0 • (4.1.12) 

The first six boundary conditions establish the positions of the three 

end points and do not lead to any useful transversallty conditions. 

Equations (4.1.9-4.1.12) serve to connect the three subarcs at point 

B which is unconstrained. 

Once again the Hamiltonian has the same form and is constant 

on all three subarcs. 

H = A. tan u - see u . (4.1.13) 

The state-variable Euler-Lagrange equation determines that A. is con

stant on each subarc and the control equation relates A. and u. 

k = sin u . (4.1.14) 
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This establishes that the three subarcs are line segments. It remains 

only to determine the slope of each line. 

Using the superscripts 1, 2 and 3 to denote the subarc, the 

corner conditions reveal that 

H1 as H2 + H3 

and 

X1 ,2 >3 K — K + A. . 

Since H = - cos u, these equations imply that 

12 3 
cos u = cos u + cos u (4.1.15) 

and 

sin u1 = sin u^ + sin u^ . (4.1.16) 

Squaring and adding these two equations leads to 

u3 = u2 + arccos (- -§-) (4.1.1?) 

or 

3 2 + 2n u = u — • 
" 3 

So the second and third line segments always intersect at an angle 

3 of 120 degrees. If h and k are positive, one would expect u to be 

P 
larger than u . Using this conclusion equations (4.1.15-4.1.16) in

dicate 

2 1 u = u -
3 

u2 = u1 - § (4.1.18) 

and 

u^s^+S. (4.1.19) 
3 
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The solutions for the coordinates of point B may be obtained 

by integrating the constraint equation on each subarc and using the 

boundary conditions to evaluate the constants of integration. 

t -V5" k I" (s/j + h) k +V3(h2 + 1) + 4h"j (4.1.20) 

6 L k2 + (V3h - 1) k + 1 + h2 J 

x(t ) =v£k f (h +V?) (y? kth 1 # (4.1.21) 
bl ^ Lk2 

+ (v5h-l)k+l + h2J 

Figure 4.2 shows the locus of point B for h = 1 and k varying 

from k1 to k" where 

k , = 

and 

k" = 3 +V3 . 

The solution degenerates at k = k* and k = k" to two subarcs. At 

k = k* the subarc BP disappears and at k = k" (the point t = k" does 

not appear in Figure 4.2) the subarc BQ vanishes. For k less than k' 

or greater than k" there is no three-subarc solution because equations 

(4.1.15) and (4.1.16) cannot be satisfied. 

These sane results can be obtained from the theory of ordinary 

minima if the three subarcs are assumed to be line segments. Letting 

x and t be the coordinates of point B (Figure 4.1), the total length 

of the three subarcs is 

S(x,t) =Vx2 + t2 + V(k - t)2 + x2 + y/( 1 - t)2 + (h - x)2 . 
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At extreme points of S(x,t), 

and 

= 0 
dx 

= 0 
at 

Evaluating these partial derivatives 

t (k - t) (1 - t) = 0 

Vx2 + t2 V(k - t)Z + x2 >/(l - t)2 + (h - x)2 

and 

(h - x) = 0 

Vx2 + t2 V(k-t)2 + x2 Vu - t)2 + (h - x)2 

But these two equations are equivalent to (4.1.15) and (4.1.16) 

respectively. 

This geometric example is typical of branched trajectory 

problems. Applications in the area of space trajectories differ little 

in form or technique as far as deriving the necessary corner conditions 

is concerned. Two relatively new problems of this type are examined 

in the following sections. 

4.2 Multiple Satellite Launch Vehicle 

Consider the problem of designing a multistage rocket capable 

of inserting two payloads into different orbits in a single launching. 

A logical approach to this problem would be to investigate vehicles 

which can split into several stages at once, with each stage carrying 

its own payload. Figure 4.3 shows a representative trajectory for 

such a vehicle. 
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Figure 4.3 Diagram of Multiple Satellite Problem 
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Since only the exoataospheric portion of the trajectory will 

be optimized, the polar-velocity equations of motion introduced in 

Chapter 2 may be used for each stage. The performance criteria will 

be one of minimizing initial weight so 

go * VV • 

Finally, the problem statement is completed by listing the boundary 

conditions. The initial state, except for the mass is fixed so these 

boundary conditions need not be listed. The terminal states for the 

two payloads will be orbits defined by specification of energy and 

angular-momentum (as for the thrust-coast-thrust problem of Chapter 3). 

h • I v - = 0 (4-2-2) 

g2 = W x3(tb2) 008 Vtb2) " ^ = ° (*-2-3) 

*3 • 1- ifc-y - = 0 (»•*•« 
1 b3 

\ = *l(tb3' x3(tb3) oos W - h2 ~ 0 * ("-2-5) 

Next, the subarcs must fit together at the branch point; the following 

boundary conditions insure that they do. 

g5 = V " V = 0 ik-Z-6) 

e6 * \3 ' V = 0 (*-2*7) 

e7 * VW " ̂L(tbl> = 0 (<t-2-8) 

g8 = "l'V ' ' ° ("-2*9) 



s = x2(ta2) - X2(V = 0 
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(4.2.10) 

g10 = X2(ta3^ " X2(tbl^ " ° 
(4.2.11) 

(4.2.12) 

g12 = X3(ta3) " " ° (4.2.13) 

(4.2.14) 

®14 " X4(ta3 
(4.2.15) 

The structural mass will be constrained In the same manner as Mason, 

Dickerson and Smith (19&5) restricted it. That is, the structural 

weight of each stage is assumed proportional to the fuel weight and, 

hence, to the burning tin© of that stage since the mass flow rate is 

constant. Then, the mass dropped at the end of the first stage is 

given by the following boundary condition. 

Similarly, if and are the desired values for the two payloads, 

the final masses are related to the burning times of their stages. 

The transversality/corner conditions are applied in the usual way and, 

after eliminating the constant multipliers, the resulting equations 

are: 

g
15 

= ̂ ^l^ " *5^*2^ " x5^a3^ " *1^1 " tal^ = 0 * 

(4.2.16) 

*16 " X5(tb2) " k2(tb2 " ta2) - P1 = ° 
(4.2.17) 

(4.2.18) 

s ( w  - "  1  •  
(4.2.19) 
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W = W + W 1 = 1 V 

(lf.2.20) 

=  v w »  (4.2.21) 

S^l^ = *5^*3^ * (4.2.22) 

W " ° ' (4.2.23) 

V'W = 0' (4.2.24) 

M(tb2) = ° • (4.2.25) 

M(t, ) = 0 , (4.2.26) 

S<V - 0 • (4.2.2?) 

s(tb2) = o , (4.2.28) 

set. J = o . (4.2.29) 

The functional, M, was defined in Chapter 3» equation (3.2.16) and 

S(t ) is defined as 
bJ 

S(t^j) = H(tkj) — kj = ̂ "*2»3* (4.2.30) 

These are the same switching functions arrived at by Mason, Dickerson 

and Smith (1965) for standard multistage booster optimization. They 

may be used to determine the optimal burning times of each stage. 

Equations (4.2.23-4.2.24), in conjunction with equation 

(4.2.20) for i = 2, indicate that is zero on all three subarcs 

(x^ is cyclic). Also, equations (4.2.20) and (4.2.16) may be re

written as 



Xi(ta2^ = ri ̂ i(1W ' 

= (1 ~ ^ = 1»3»4 
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(4.2.31) 

(4.2.32) 

and 

X5(ta2^ = r5[X5(tbl^ " kl(tbl " tsl^ ] • 

x5^a3^ = ̂  " r5^ [*5 t̂lal^ " kl^bl " Sil^] * 

(4.2.33) 

(4.2.34) 

The solution to this problem is obtained by finding the 

appropriate values for x^(t^); A^t^), i = 1,3*4; and r^, i = 1,3.4,5 

This is indeed a difficult problem from a numerical standpoint and no 

solutions have been obtained. However, the task is probably not in

surmountable, given enough time and patience. 

4.3 Two-Maneuvering-Vehicle Rendezvous 

The problem of simultaneously maneuvering two vehicles to a 

rendezvous is intriguing and, at the same time, extremely difficult. 

Much of the difficulty lies in the non-linearity of the equations 

usually used to describe the motion of each vehicle. Instead of 

dealing with awkward equations, a simplified set based on uniform 

gravity has been chosen. In many ways this choice avoids the whole 

issue of the problem. On the other hand, the technique of solving 

such problems from a branched trajectory point of view is thoroughly 

demonstrated. 

The two-dimensional equations of motion for vehicles with 

constant thrust magnitude, variable thrust direction, constant mass 

and uniform gravity are: 
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x^ s cos u^ f 

x.^ = k^ sin u*^ - 1 , j = 1,2, 

(4.3.1) 

(4.3.2) 

(4.3.3) 

and (4.3.4) 

where and x^ are position coordinates, x^ and x^ are velocity 

components, k is the thrust acceleration and u is the thrust direction. 

These equations have been non-dimensionaliaed with respect to the 

acceleration of gravity. From this point the superscripts denoting 

the subarc will be omitted. 

Subarc 1 will be used to represent vehicle number 1 and subarc 

2 will represent vehicle number 2. Figure 4.4 shows a possible tra

jectory in X^-Xg space with the state of each vehicle fixed at the 

initial time. The problem is to minimize the time required to bring 

the vehicles together, matching both position and velocity. Thus, 

the performance index is grt = t and the boundary conditions, ex-
o bl 

eluding the initial conditions, are: 

(4.3.5) 

(4.3.6) 

g
3 " *2<V " x2(tb2> = 0 • 

= x3(tbl> " x3(tb2> = 0 » 

(4.3.7) 

(4.3.8) 
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Figure 4.4 Two-Maneuvering-Vehicle Rendezvous 
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and g5 = x^t^) - = ° ' (^.3.9) 

The Euler-Lagrange equations are identical on each subarc. 

^ = 0 (4.3.10) 

A. = 0 (4.3.11) 
2 

X = - A. (4.3.12) 
3 1 

L = - k (4.3.13) 
4 2 

tan u = — (4.3.14) 

S 

H = + X2 + ̂ 3 k cos u + A.^(k sin u - 1) . (4.3.15) 

The corner conditions once again give the relations between the 

multipliers on the two subarcs. 

*i(tbl> = " Vtb2) 1 = 1 ^ (4.3.16) 

H(tbl) = - H(tb2) - 1 . (4.3.17) 

Integrating the Euler-Lagrange equations, letting t = t = 0 and 
ftl bZ 

using equations (4.3.16), the control on the first subarc is 

tanu = b - dt (4.3.18) 
a - ct 

and the control on the second subarc is 

tan u = " dt\ . (4.3.19) 
-(a - ct) 

Thus, the two vehicles thrust parallel but in opposite directions. 
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These results could also have been obtained from Issacs (1965) 

theory of differential games. In that context this problem could be 

called the "two player rendezvous" and falls under the heading of 

cooperative games. The term "cooperative11 arises from the fact that 

both vehicles are attempting to minimize the same quantity, namely 

the tine to rendezvous. Such cooperative games may always be treated 

as branched trajectories although some minor extensions of the theory 

might be required. On the other hand, differential games of an 

antagonistic nature may not be formulated in terms of branched tra

jectories because the players are striving to achieve opposite goals. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Summary of Specific Results 

The work originated by Deribow (1937) has been carried on 

another step to include problems whose variables are defined over dis

joint intervals. Also, the resulting necessary conditions have been 

shown to be widely applicable to some of the new and interesting 

problems of space trajectory optimization. 

Among the applications is the transformation of state, control 

and independent variables. If the physical model remains continuous 

during the transformation, the corner conditions are equivalent to 

de Veubeke's canonical transformations. On the other hand, if the 

model undergoes a change along with the transformation of coordinates, 

the results presented here are unique. Specifically, for the transfer 

of the dynamic center the Lagrange multipliers are continuous if the 

model does not change but they experience jumps along with the state 

variables if the model is not continuous. 

Next, the thrust-coast-thrust optimal orbit transfer was 

examined by integration and elimination of the coast subarc. Three 

solutions were obtained for the relight point, one symmetric with 

respect to the engine cutoff point and two asymmetric, It was also 

shown numerically that one thrust-coast-thrust symmetric solution for 

transfer from Earth to Mars requires more fuel than a continuous 

thrust optimal trajectory. This result brings up the possibility of 

110 
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several relative minima. The use of the subarc elimination technique 

for trajectories with coast periods was justified by the rather large 

saving in computer time. 

Another aspect of subarc elimination was developed for the 

swingby problem. Instead of eliminating the swingby portion of the 

trajectory, rather crude approximations were used to represent the 

effect of the swingby maneuver. These simplifications relaxed some of 

the numerical difficulties which are usually associated with three 

point boundary value problems. Numerical solutions were obtained for 

flyby missions to Saturn with a swingby at either Mars or Jupiter. 

Neither trajectory showed a large improvement in performance oyer the 

direct route. 

The final group of applications were classified as branched 

trajectories. Among the problems considered was the simultaneous 

launching of two satellites with an optimally staged booster having two 

second stages which both ignite at the first stage burnout. The 

switching functions which determine the shutdown time for each stage 

were shown to be the same as those presented by Mason, Dickerson and 

Smith (1965) for normal booster rockets. 

The other branched trajectory application was the optimization 

of the steering for two vehicles toward a rendezvous. Using simplified 

equations of motion the steering of the two vehicles turned out to be 

parallel but in opposite directions. This result could also have been 

obtained by treating the rendezvous as a differential game. In fact, 

all cooperative differential games could be formulated as branched 

trajectories. 
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5,2 Limitations 

In order to eliminate a particular subarc, as was done in 

Chapter 3» a closed form solution for that subarc must be made 

available either through integration or approximation of some sort. 

Unfortunately, space trajectories may possess coast arcs for which the 

classic two-body solution is a poor representation. That is, more than 

one gravitational force may have a large effect on the vehicle during 

the coast. In this case no reasonable closed form solution is 

available and the subarc may not be eliminated by the methods of 

Chapter 3. 

Another difficulty is associated with the fact that the corner 

conditions are only necessary conditions and may be satisfied at points 

other than the optimal corner points. The thrust-coast-thrust problem 

exhibits this situation quite well. For this problem there are three 

points which satisfy the corner conditions for the relight point. The 

only way to determine which of the three points is optimal is to 

compute a trajectory for each, if possible, and compare the per

formances. This procedure is still not conclusive, however, because 

there is no guarantee that the correct engine cutoff points have been 

chosen. Although these points satisfy the corner conditions they may 

not be the only points which do. 

Numerical difficulties connected with dimensionality are of 

prime importance when considering branched trajectories. For example, 

the double satellite problem of Chapter 4 would require eight guesses 

to be solved by iteration of unknown boundary conditions. A similar 
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problem for a single payload (Mason, Dickerson and Smith, 1965) 

requires only three guesses. While this obstruction is probably not 

insurmountable, the cosrt in computer time might become prohibitive. 

In addition to the drawbacks associated with the particular 

applications, some restrictions of a general mathematical nature must 

be mentioned. The usual hypothesis of continuous, single-valued state 

and control variables has been relaxed for the analysis of Appendix A. 

That is, discontinuities may occur but only at the ends of each subarc. 

Each variable is assumed continuous between the ends of each subarc. 

Furthermore, the state and control variables may be multivalued if the 

subarc s overlap but on each subarc all the variables must "still be 

single-valued. The end points of each subarc have considerable freedom 

but the length of any subarc must not become zero. If this happens, 

the problem must be reformulated with the correct number of subarcs. 

Finally, all considerations of abnormality have been avoided 

by hypothesis. However, the transformation used in Appendix A could 

be used for abnormal problems and the original work by Deribow (1937) 

included the possibility of abnormality. 

5.3 Possible Extensions 

Very little emphasis was placed on numerical solutions of the 

particular examples given in Chapters 3 and 4. Some of these problems 

are particularly interesting, however, and thorough numerical in

vestigations would be quite valuable. For instance, the thrust-coast-

thrust orbit transfer remains open for considerable work. Much could 

be done with the asymmetric roots in comparison with the symmetric root 
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and with continuous thrust trajectories. In this connection, 

parametric studies of end conditions versus initial values of the 

multipliers would be helpful. 

Trajectories utilizing the swingby maneuver also offer a 

numerical challenge. The problem of swinging by an intermediate 

planet in order to meet orbit conditions at a terminal planet is both 

interesting and practical. Solutions of this type might be obtained 

from continuous thrust trajectories by a gradual decrease of the 

closest approach distance from "infinity", where the intermediate 

planet has no effect, to the optimal value of this parameter. 

The multiple satellite launch vahicle has not been fully 

examined as yet and much original work could be done for this problem. 

Once a few nominal solutions are obtained the difficulties associated 

with the large dimensionality might be reduced. 

Some questions related to the problem analyses have also been 

raised implicitly. Can the concepts of branched trajectories be 

readily extended to include differential games of an antagonistic 
« 

nature? The immediate difficulty to overcome is the statement of a 

typical performance index which has opposite meaning for each player. 

The interest in this development would, of course, be academic since 

the theory of differential games already includes such problems. 

Another question involves the thrust-coast-thrust orbit 

transfer. Is it possible to solve for the relight point in closed 

form when the end conditions are range and time dependent? The 

analysis is complicated because the range angle is no longer ignorable 

and the variational Hamiltonian is not zero everywhere. 



APPENDIX A 

AN EXTENDED PROBLEM OF BOLZA 

The extended problem of Bolza discussed in Chapter 1 is closely-

related to the original Bolza problem. In fact, for ra = 1 it is 

exactly the Bolza problem in control notation* However, for m greater 

than one the extended problem consists of several subarcs with the 

possibility of boundary conditions relating the end points of these 

subarcs. Furthermore, the subarcs may be defined on overlapping or 

disjoint intervals as shown in Figure 1.1. 

In order to derive necessary optimizing conditions, the 

extended problem with its many subarcs will be mapped onto a single 

interval. The transformation which accomplishes this task was first 

used for problems with many arcs by C. H. Denbow (1937)- Because of 

the control notation the transformation takes on a slightly different 

and somewhat simpler form than that used by Denbow. 

The extended problem was formally stated as Problem A in 

Chapter 1. It should be noted that this problem statement differs 

from the original Bolza problem in that it includes m subintervals 

Lt .,t, ,] and that the final point, t, of the subinterval need 
aj' bj bj* d 

not coincide with the initial point, t > . _N, of the (j+1) sub-
&VJ+1) 

interval. Similarly, the state variables need not retain the same 

values when moving from one subarc to another. They must, however, 

remain continuous on each subarc. Because of the possibility of 
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multivaluedness when subintervals overlap, a careful accounting pro

cedure must be followed to insure that each subarc retains its identi

ty. Furthermore, in order to establish a sense of direction, t^ is 

arbitrarily chosen greater than t for j = 1,...,m. This final re-
aj 

strictlon becomes important in the development of the Weierstrass E 

function. 

Rather than attempting this extension directly with variational 

techniques, a transformation, employed by Denbow (1937) for a similar 

problem, will be used to carry Problem A into a classical Bolza problem 

in control notation, Problem A*. The well established necessary con

ditions for Problem A* are then transformed back into the format of the 

extended problem. 

The Transformation. In order to map the various subarcs onto 

a single interval a different change of independent variable is used 

for each subarc. On the j subarc let 

t = ̂  + (tbJ - T , 0<T<1 ,tl3<t<tb;) 

J ~~ If • •• r^i (A»l) 

Also, let xf(t) be replaced by y. . . (T) and replace the set x^(t) by 
i (.j-i;n+i 

y^(T) = [y(j.1)n+1CT)»-"y(;j_1)n+nCT)J . (A.2) 

Define the set y(T) to be the union of the sets y^(T), j = l,.,.,m, so 

that 

y(T) = [ yx(T) y^T) ] . (A.3) 

Similarly, let u^(t) be replaced by v . (T) and replace the set 
r (j-l)q+r 

u*kt) by 

"J(T) = [TCj-l)q+l(T)-"T(;).lWT) ] * 
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Define the set v(T) to be the union of the sets = l,...,m. So 

v(T) = ] • (A.5) 

The parameters t& and t^ are boundary values for the extended 

problem, but it is convenient to transform them into additional new 

state variables. Let t^ be replaced by y^^CT). Then define 

?(I)=[w(T> WT)]- (A-6) 

Let tfej be replaced by ymn+mi.j(T) and define 

^T> = [Wl(T) y»+2M(l)] ' U,7) 

Since these new state variables do not vary with T, they must be con

strained to remain constant. This will be accounted for later. 

In substituting these transformations into the functions and 

functionals of Problem A, the transformed functions and functionals 

will be distinguished by asterisk superscripts. However, before making 

these substitutions some observations will be helpful. 

dt = (tbJ - V dI - - Wj ]dT (A-e) 

t = t , when T = T and 
aj a 

t = t , when T = T, where T = 0 and T, = 1 . 
bj b a b 

In the transformation of and the functions, it is necessary to 

evaluate the variables defined by (A.6-A.7) at either T or T. . 
a b 

Arbitrarily these variables will be evaluated at Tfl. The transformation 

of Problem A may now be carried out using this convention. 
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Let y(T) = [y_(T),...,y (T)l and v(T) = [v (T) (T)| . 
L 1 mn+2m J LI mq J 

This definition of the new state variables includes the transformations 

of the old state variables on each subarc and the transformations of 

the parameters t and t . Then J, the functional to be minimized for 
a b 

Problem A becomes 

J = 60 

Tb 
[y(Ta),y(Tb)] + { I^[T,y(T),v(T)]dT , (A.9) 

T 
a 

where 

K= ^.(T)-y .(T)| f*j[T,y .(T),yj(T),v3(T)]. 
0 v mn+ffl+j mn+j ' 0 L an+m+j mn+j J 

(A.10) 

The boundary conditions transform just as g^. 

g* 
e 
[y(Ta),y(Tb)] =0 e = l,...,p. (A.ll) 

Since T and T, have specific values, two new boundary conditions must 
a b 

be included. 

Vl • Ta " 0 <A-12) 

=  Tb -1 =0 • Ua3) 

The constraining differential equations are transformed into n 

equations (on each subinterval) 

yJ'(T) = F*j[T,y(T),v(T)] J = 1 (A.14-) 
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where the prime denotes derivative with respect to T and 

** 3  =  {wi ( , )  -  W T ) }  •  < A -"> 

Now, the new state variables introduced by equations (A.6-A.7) must be 

contrained to remain constant. 

[° o] • K+i fLJ (a-i6) 

? '<t>-[o °]=[Cwi Cat]-  <A - 1 7 >  

The problem has been completely transformed. It remains only 

to observe that the result is indeed a Bolza problem. Examining 

equations (A.9)» (A.11-A.14) and (A.16-A.17) closely reveals that the 

transformed problem is one of the type called Problem A in Chapter 1. 

For this case the number of state variables, N, is mn+2m, the number of 

control variables, Q, is mq and the number of boundary conditions, P, 

is p+2. 

The Inverse Transformation. Since the necessary conditions for 

Problem A* have already been stated in Chapter 1, they may now be 

reformulated in the notation of Problem A. This is acconq>lished by 

invoking the inverse of the transformation from the previous section. 

From equation (A.l) it is seen that for this inverse to exist 

t, . - t . must not be zero for any j from 1 to m. That is, null Dj a J 

subarcs must be ruled out. 

Only the first and second necessary conditions will be 

developed here. Before carrying out the necessary manipulations some 
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simplifying notation will be introduced. Substituting for the F*'s in 

the definition of if and replacing the y's, v's and T by x's, u's, and 

"t» 

H* = §.(tbj " ^(j-l)n+i fi " f0) * (A*18) 

Replacing -]jn+i by A.^, then 

HV.X^J = t/(j_1)n+± 4- (A.19) 

and 

H* = E(tu, - t ) H3 . (A.20) 

The first q of equations (1.1.2), applicable to the q control 

variables on the first subarc, reduce to 

|f • (tbl - V |S - 0 = 1,.-•.q 

or, since 4 t^ , 

M = o 

*ur 

Similarly, the remaining Q-q of equations (1.1.2) reduce, yielding a 

total of mq equations. 

_ n _ , . — 0 r — l,...,q 
du*' 
r j = 1,...,m. (A.21) 

These are the control variable Euler-Lagrange equations for Problem A. 

There are q of these equations for each of the m subarcs. 
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Equations (1.1.1), the remaining Euler-Lagrange equations, 

must be considered in two groups. The first mn of these equations 

are transformed just as the control equations were. The left side of 

equation (lel.l) transforms as 

£ •* 

\j-l)n+i = (tb0 ' VAj-l)n+i . (A.22) 

The right hand side transforms as, 

sal =(t ..t .)§£ . (A.23) 

Sy
(J.l)n+i b° H 

Again the factor (t - t&_.) may be cancelled. Also, the rather com

plex subscript of the multipliers may be simplified. Equations (A.22) 

define mn multipliers; however, these may be represented as n 

multipliers evaluated on m subarcs. The resulting equations are just 

the usual state variable Euler-Lagrange equations for each subarc. 

^ i = 1 

1 j = 1 (A.24) 

1 * where A.7 = A., . 
i (j-1 )n+i . 

There are, of course, n of theso equations on each of the m subarcs. 

The final 2m of equations (1.1.1) are not so easily handled. 

The partial derivatives of these equations are taken with respect to 

the state variables which took the place of the t 's and t fs. 
aj bj 

Consider equations (1.1.1) for 1 = mn+1,...,mn4m. 
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= - H3 + (t. - t .) Ssf dt_ 
b3 ^ ata. 

and — = 1 - T . 
^t . 
aj 

A result which follows from the Euler-Lagrange equations so far derived 

is that 

dJEl£ = SH£ . 
dt at 

Therefore, 

k*t = „ |if = Hj _ (t - t )(1 - T) ̂  . 
mn+j by bj a;j dt 

mn+j 

But 

\*» = (t - t ) r , . 
mn+j bj aj «n+0 

and 

1 - T = _ *bj " 
t 

t, . - t . 
bj aj 

Finally, 

(t . t.) r = h3 
+1si. t. si = a. (M3). tb. M 

bj aj mn+j dt bj dt dt bJ dt 

Integrating from t to t^^, 

(t, . - t .)|x* .(t, .) - A.* .(t .) = 
&0 aj L Jnn+j an+jx aj J 

t. Hj(t ) - t . HJ(t ) - t. .tkt ) - H3(t )] 
dj bj aj aj bj |_ bj aj J 
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or, cancelling the factor t, . - t , 
bj aj 

k* ^(t.) = x* (t .) + ir»(t ) . (A.25) 
nna+j bj mn+j aj aj 

The multipliers may be eliminated with the aid of equations (1.1.4) 

and (1.1.6) which are 

X* (T ) - or CMCW = I2 
mn+j a dy .(t ) aj 

mn+j^a' aj 

and X* (T, ) = - ~ =0 or A.* ,.(t, .) = 0 . 
mn+j b dy (t ) nm+j D J  

mn+j b 

Making these substitutions into equations (A.25), the first set of 

transversality/corner conditions evolve. 

^ + HJ(t .) = 0 j = l,...,m. (A.26) 
St . 
aj 

Following the same procedure with the last m of equations (1.1.1), 

a second set of transversality/corner conditions are obtained. 

- H5̂ ) = 0 3 = 1 U.27) 

The next set of mn conditions arise from the direct transformation of 

the first ran of equations (1.1.4). 

- A.f(t ,) = 0 i = 1,...,n 

3 = 1,...,m. (A,28) 

And finally, the last set comes from the first mn of equations (1.1.6). 

—4 +^(t,.) = ° i = l,...,n 
^ 1 bj 

r\r j = (A.29) 

i aj 
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Equations (1.1.3) and (1.1.5) were not transformed because they serve 

only to determine the multipliers Vi arK* kp+2 îave n0 

significance for Problem A. 

Equations (A.21), (A.24) and (A.26-A.29) make up the first 

necessary condition for Problem A. This condition is summarized in 

Chapter 1 as Condition I for Problem A. 

The second necessary condition given by inequality (1.1.7) is 

developed next. Define A.^(t) as the set A* . , . ..(t),...,^ . (t) 
L(j-l)n+l (j-l)n+n J 

for j = l,...,m. Using equation (A.20) the inequality may be expanded 

as follows. 

E(t - t ) ft,x^(t),U^(t),A.^(t)l < 
j=l DJ aj L J 

X)(t - t .) H^[t,x^(t)fu^(t)tA.^(t)l (A.30) 
pi aj L J 

for all piecewise continuous UJ(t). In particular, this inequality 

must hold for UJ(t) = u^(t) for all j except j = k. Since t^ > t^, 

it follows that 

Hk[t,xk(t)tUk(t),A.k(t)] < Hk[t,xk(t),uk(t),\k(t)] (A.31) 

k — 1,...,m. 

This condition is formalized in Chapter 1 as Condition II. 

The Euler-Lagrange equations and the Weierstrass second 

necessary condition developed above are in the usual form for optimal 

control problems with unbounded control and state variables. However, 

the transversality/corner conditions are much more general than the 

usual corner conditions. In fact, the equations (A.26-A.29) include 
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several previous results as special cases. These special cases are 

discussed below. 

Successively Connected Sublntervals. The results of Mason, 

Dickerson and Smith (1965) can be obtained as a special case of 

Problem A by requiring t = J = 1» • • • »mJL.- If these con

ditions are included as the last m-l boundary conditions of Problem A, 

then equations (A.26) and (A.27) for the initial and final points 

become 

|2' + H1̂ ) = 0 (A.32) 

al 

—' - ' ° (A.33) 
St ™ 

bra 

and for the intermediate points 

I f  "  W i +  • 0  

aj 

bp'+3 - h3( V J =1 -1 

P1 
G' = gQ + Eg0 and Pf = P - (nv-1). 

where 
r 

Eliminating the m-l multipliers 

Hj-i, 

bt " 

aj 

Equations (A.28) and (A.29) are essentially unchanged. 

— I  -  • 0  ( A - 3 5 )  
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^G' + = 0 j = l,...,m 

V~bj ^(tj.) 1 bj 
i = 1 (A.36) 

Equations (A.32-^..36) are equivalent to those previously obtained for 

this problem (Mason, Dickerson and Smith, 1965). 

State Discontinuities of Fixed Magnitude. The corner 

conditions derived by Denbow (1937) can be obtained from the previous 

case by requiring that the discontinuities in the state variables are, 

at most, specified constants. This can be accomplished by iitqposing 

n(nwl) boundary conditions on the previous problem. Let the last 

n(m-l) boundary conditions be 

ge = " *i(V = 1 = 1 " 

j — 2,.••,m. 

Also, let 
P" 

G" = + £ g 
u e=l 6 

where p" = p1 - n(m-l) = p - (n+l)(m-l). Equations (A.32-A.3*0 are 

altered by replacing G1 by G". 

+ H (t ) - 0 (A.37) 
at , 1 «i 
al 

If  -  V ( Vj-d)  +  W =  0  3 = 2  m  < A - 3 8 )  

aj 

-  yg  -  °  •  ( A - 3 9 )  

at, 
bm 
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Similarly, equations (A.35-A.3&) are not changed at the initial and 

final points. 

—" , ) = 0 (A AO) 

aW 1  ^ 

—" + K (t, ) = 0 . (A>1) 
a (t ) 1 bm 
1 bm 

However, the remaining n(m-l) corner conditions may be combined into 

one set. 

dx.(t ) 1 DU-1) 1 aJ 
i aj 

Equations (A.37-A.42) are equivalent to the transversality and corner 

conditions derived by Deribow (1937) and Hunt and Andrus (1964). 

No Intermediate Boundary Conditions. If there are not inter

mediate boundary conditions in the previous problem then 

^ o 
St . 

aJ 

and 

dG" =0 j = 2,...,m-l. 

Sxl(ta3J 

The previous transversality conditions, equations (A.37) and 

(A.39-A.41), are unchanged. The corner conditions merely require that 

the multipliers and Hamiltonian be continuous. These are the well 

known Weierstrass-Erdmann corner conditions. 



APPENDIX B 

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS WITH PARAMETERS 

Problem Statement 

Frequently, it is desirable, or just convenient, to include 

unknown parameters in the boundary conditions of an optimization 

problem. Optimal values for these parameters must then be determined 

along with the trajectory. The extended problem of Bolza stated in 

Appendix A may be further extended to include problems of this type 

by considering the parameters as state variables which are con

strained to remain constant throughout the trajectory. 

Using the notation of Problem A of Appendix A, the new 

problem is that of finding a set of controls, u(t), state variables, 

x(t), which satisfy n differential equations of constraint, equations 

(A.l), parameters, w = [w ,...,w ], which satisfy S differential 
1 

equations, 

w = 0 s = 1,...,S, (B.l) 
s 

and satisfy p mixed terminal and intermediate boundary conditions, 

Se i^a' *V ̂ a)' ̂  S^'^al^ ] = ° e = l,...,p, (B.2) 

which also minimize a functional, J, defined by equation (A.3). The 

parameters are arbitrarily evaluated at the initial point, t , of the 
al 

first subarc. Any other point would suffice but evaluating all 

parameters at a single point simplifies the derivation which follows. 
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The parameters, are being treated as state variables but, 

since they are cyclic (Goldstein, 1950, p. **#)» the multipliers, Lg, 

associated with these variables are constant on each subinterval. 

Equations (A.26) written for the w 's are s 

^ L (t n) = 0 
S * 

and 

- L (t ) = 0 j = 2,...,m, 
s aj 

s — 1,.»»,S. 

Equations (A.29) are simply 

Lg(tbj) = 0 j = 1 

s = 1,...,S. 

So all of the L ' s are zero on all m subarcs and 
s 

^ = 0 s = 1,... ,S. (B.3) 
dw (t _ ) Sw 

s al s 

This equation is the optimizing condition for the parameters, w . The 
s 

other necessary conditions for Problem A are unchanged. 

Parameters could also have been included in the differential 

equations of constraint (Leitmann, 1967) • The formulation of Problem A 

of Appendix A makes the optimization of parameters on each subarc 

quite easy if the parameters are treated just like state variables. 

Because such parameters are so similar to the usual state variables, 

they will not be examined further here. 



APPENDIX C 

THE PROBLEM OF BOLZA IN CONTROL NOTATION 

The classic*"1 formulation of the problem of Bolza is well 

known and well, docume. .ed (e.g. Bliss, 19^6). Although the Bolza 

problem in modem control notation is in wide use, the evolution from 

the classical notation is not readily available in the literature. 

Beginning with Bliss' (19^6) description, the classical formulation 

will now be reduced for the special case of control problems. The 

results presented here should not be confused with optimal control 

problems for which the control is bounded. 

Let z(T) = [z,(T)t..., z (T)] be any set of continuous 
K 

variable with piecewise continuous first derivatives defined on [T^T^ ] 

which satisfy independent differential equations, 

VB [T,z(T),z(T)] =0 B = 1 R < K , (C.l) 

and boundary conditions, 

g* [Ta,z(Ta),Tb,z(Tb)] = ° e = 1,...,P < 2K+2. (C.2) 

The classical problem of Bolza is then that of finding a set of 

functions, z(T), which minimize a functional 

^b 
J* = g0 [Ta,a(Ta),Tb,a(Tb)] + \ FQ [T , Z ( T ) , Z ( T) ] dT . (C.3) 

A 

Limiting the discussion to problems with normal solutions, the 

multiplier rule (first necessary condition for a minimizing solution) 

130 
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* , 
states that there exists P constants, bQ, and R multipliers, A^(T), 

continuous on [T , T "J except possibly at values of T defining corners 
& o 

where they have well defined right and left limits, such that the 

expressions 

P 

and 

G*=g*0+X>ege (C'4) 
u e=l 

F = F0 + J^B^B (C,5} 

satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equations, 

A (£| ) =|Z i = 1,...,K , (C.6) 
dT bz dz± 

and the transversality conditions, 

.* r- K 
|2 . fF. 1 =o , (c.7) 
ST L ft 15I± J t 
a - a 

a 

K 
I2* • [F- Ei±» ] =0 (C.9) 
^Tb 1 i=li3iiJTb 

and c)G . f dF •— + r i 
azi<Tb) LSii-lTb 

= 0 i -• 1,...,K . (c.10) 

The corner conditions for this problem require that 

2? and P. E^SS 
a*± i=i 1 

be continuous on [Ta, ] « 
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Now define Jl*(T) as the set [ A^(T),...,A^(T)]. If z(T) is a 

normal solution and Z(T) = [Z^(T)»...,2k(T)] is any set of piecewise 

continuous functions such that Z(T) £ z(T) and 

*b[T,z(T),Z(T)] = 0 B = 1 R, 

then the necessary condition of Weierstrass states that for T on [t^T^ ] 

F TtjZ.ZjA*! - I]Z. ^F fefraSa**] 
L J i=l 1 Szi 

F |~T,z,z,A.* 1 - Ez. (c.11} 
L J -i„-i 1 dz. 

l 

Control Notation. Consider the situation where z(T) consists 

of two separate subsets. Let the first subset correspond to the first 

N variables, z^(T). For clarification these N variables will be called 

state variables and a new symbol will now be introduced to distinguish 

these variables from the remaining ones. Let y^(T) replace z^(T) for 

i = 1,..., N and define y(T) as the set [yn(T),...t y._(T)] . 
*** N 

The remaining Q = K - N,z^'s will be called dunn^y variables. 

A new symbol will be used to replace the derivatives of the dummy 

variables. Let vr(T) replace ®n+r(T), r=l,..., Q and define v(T) as 

the set [v_(T),...t V-(T)J . Notice that the v ' s must be piecewise 
J. W r 

continuous on [T , T, 1 . L a* bJ 

Now suppose that the differential equations of constraint are 

of the particular form 

= ̂ (T) - F* [T,y(T),v(T)j =0 i = 1,...,N. (C.12) 

Furthermore, suppose that the boundary conditions and the functional 

J are also of particular forms, 
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g* = 0 e = 1 p (c#13) 

and m 
rT. 

T* * J = g 
0 L fit «• u u -J «/rp 

a 

[V^V'V7̂ ] + i V0[T,y(T).v(T)] dT . (C.1*0 

This is the modern control notation. The important aspects are 

that the dumnj7 variables do not appear explicitly and that the differ

ential equations have a particular form defined by (C.12). 

The necessary conditions just mentioned for the classical 

formulation will now be reduced for the control formulation. Let 

H* = Elf* - F* (c.15) 
i=l 1 0 

and observe that 

N 
F = - H . (C.l6) 

i=l 1 i 

Also, note that 

aF _ cjF _ x* i = l,...,N, (C.17) 

SSi ^i 1 

|T  = - — r = 1,...,Q , (C.18) 
SVr 3vr 

_ aH* i = 1,...,N (C.19) 

and 

— = o r = 1,...,Q . (C.20) 

N+r 
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Hence, the first N Euler-Lagrange equations are 

i = 1 11 . (C.ZL) 

1 3yi 

The remaining Q Euler-Lagrange equations are 

±- L ̂.1 =0 r = 1 Q . (C.22) 
dT L v̂

rJ 

Equations (C.21) are the state variable Euler-Lagrange 

equations. The control variable Euler-Lagrange equations will be 

obtained from equations (C.22) in conjunction with some of the trans-

versality conditions. 

Equations (C.8) and (C.10) for i = N+l,...,N-tQ are 

t; ] •[£] =0 r = 1 9 (c-23) 

r T r T 
a b 

These conditions along with equations (C.22) imply that on [t ,T, ] 

^ * 

— = 0 r = 1,...,Q . (C.2fc) 
Bv 
r 

These are the control variable Euler-Lagrange equations. 

The first N of equations (C.8) and (C.10) become 

§2 - J.*(T ) = 0 (C.25) 
9y (1 ) 1 a 

i a 

and 

^ + X*(Tj = 0 i=l,...,N. (C.26) 
S7i(Tb) *1 b 
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Equations (C.7) and (C.9) way be reduced with the aid of a 

simple observation. 

K ^ * Ik ^ ® * 
=  E ^ - r i " -  E y ^ + E ^ l f  = - H  ( c - 2 7 )  

i=l 1 i=l 11 i=l 1 r=l r 

- * 

I off 

since y. = F. and since r— = 0 . 
i i dv 

r 

Thus, equations (C.7) and (C.9) become 

+ H*(TJ = 0 (C.28) 
hi a 

a 

and 

^ - H*(Tj = 0 . (0.29) 
31 b 

b 

The corner conditions now require that X*(T), i = 1,...,N, and 

H*(T) be continuous on [t^, T^ ] . 

Now,to reduce the necessary condition of Weierstrass let Vr(T) 
• • • 

correspond to Z (T) r = 1.....Q and let Y. (T) replace Z.(T) for 
n+r i i 

i = 1,...,N. As before define V(T) as the set [V-^(T), ...,^(T)] and 

define Y(T) as [ Y,(T),...,Y (T) ] . Thus, the left side of (C.ll) 
X JsJ 

becomes 

F*[T,y,V] + E*j{\ " CT.y.v]} 

-Ev; • - «StT.y.v].f<Fj[P.,.v] 
i=l ~ r=l r r i=l 

= - H [T.y.V,**]. 
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Similarly, the right side reduces to H*[T,y,v,A.*] so that the necessary 

condition of Weierstrass in control notation is that 

H*[T,y,v,/c*] > H*[T,ytV,A*] 

for all sets of piecewise continuous functions V(T) * v(T). 

One final consequence of the control notation is that the 

differential equations of constraint are independent. For the 

classical formulation this restriction requires that the matrix, 

B B = 1,.•.,R; i = 1, ,K , 

have rank R (Bliss, 1S&6, p. 193)* 

For the control formulation this requirement implies that the 

matrix, 

3^ 

<^V„ 

^yi 5yu 8vi 

ci<p 
N 

have rank N. But this matrix reduces to 
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1 0 0 . . . 0 -

0 1 0 . . . 0 

0 0 1 

« • 

• • 

• 

0 0 • • . . 1 -

^7 dv_ 

hi 
N 

dv, 
Q J 

Regardless of the form of the functions, F^, this matrix has rank N. 

Hence, the differential equations of constraint are always independent 

for the Bolza problem in control notation. 
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